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Numerical Solution of the Hele-Shaw Equations 

Nathaniel Whitaker 

Abstract 

An algorithm is presented for approximating the motion of the interface between two 

immiscible fluids in a Hele-Shaw cell. The interface is represented by a set of volume fractions. 

We use the Simple Line Interface Calculation method along with the method of fractional steps 

to transport the interface. 

The equation of continuity leads to a Poisson equation for the pressure. The Poisson 

equation is discretized. Near the interface where the velocity field is discontinuous, the discreti

zation is based on a weak formulation of the continuity equation. Interpolation is used on each 

side of the interface to increase the accuracy of the algorithm. The weak formulation as well as 

the interpolation are based on the computed volume fractions. This treatment of the interface 

is new. The discretized equations are solved by a modified conjugate gradient method. Surface 

tension is included and the curvature is computed through the use of osculating circles. 

For perturbations of small amplitude, a surprisingly good agreement is found between the 

numerical results and linearized perturbation theory. Numerical results are presented for the 

finite amplitude growth of unstable fingers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we present a numerical method for evolving an interface between two 

immiscible fluids in a Hele-Shaw cell (two closely placed parallel plates). A Hele-Shaw cell is 

illustated in a rectangular coordinate system (% " ,z) in figure 1.1 with the plates located at 

z = 0 and z = 6. These fluids are immiscible in the sense that there is a finite surface ten-

sion which stabilizes small-scale disturbances in the interface. We consider here only horizontal 

flow, i.e., the acceleration due to gravity is neglected. The equations describing the flow of a 

fluid in a Hele-Shaw cell are the equation of motion 

and the equation of continuity 

62 
it = --"VP 

12p 
(1.1) 

(1.2) 

where p is the fluid viscosity, 6 is the spacing between the plates in the Hele-Shaw cell. The 

plates are taken as horizontal, the positive y-axis is in the direction of the flow, the % -axis is 

parallel to the plates and the z -axis is perpendicular to the plates. The velocity vector u has 

two components u and tI which are functions of t (time), % and y. These velocities result 

from taking an average of the three-dimensional velocity field. The pressure p is also an aver-

aged pressure. We use (1.1) and (1.2) to find the velocity field of two fluids separated by an 

interface in a Hele-Shaw cell. 

The problem of tracking an interface is a Hele-Shaw cell is of interest for many reasons. 

When one fluid displaces another fluid in a porous medium, the interface between the two fluids 

can be stable or unstable. For an unstable interface, small disturbances in an initially horizon-

tal interface grow into long 'fingers'. This instability is of interest, for example, in secondary oil 
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recovery where residual oil is forced out of the ground by the injection of another fluid, usually 

water. Other examples of fingering in a porous medium occur during the underground storage of 

gas ( see Paterson (1981) and references within) and in water infiltration ( see Wooding & 

Morel-Seytoux (1976) ). Some numerical models to evolve interfaces between two fluids in a 

porous medium are presented by Concus & Proskurowski (1979), Glimm et al (1980, 1981), 

Lotstedt (1982), Chorin (1983) and Colella et al (1983). 

Usually these interfaces are three dimensional and difficult to study both experimentally 

and numerically. Furthermore, the equations describing the interfaces are u8ually nonlinear and 

difficult to analyze. 

The Hele-Shaw cell is often u8ed as a device Cor studying two-dimensional flow in porous 

medium. This is due to the fact that the differential equations for the velocity field in a porous 

medium are the same equations for the velocity field in a Hele-Shaw cell, apart from scaling. 

The Hele-Shaw cell is a simple system which is easier to visualize than a porous medium. The 

application of viscous fingering in a Hele-Shaw cell to the ~ow in actual reservoir conditions is 

not unquestionable (see Wooding & Morel-Seytoux (1976». Nevertheless, there is interest in the 

Hele-Shaw equations for their own sake. This problem is presented by Meyer (1981) as a non

trivial model problem for two dimensional transient Cree boundary problems. As pointed out by 

Howison (1986), it is a member of an important class of Stefan-type moving boundary problems 

receiving significant attention lately as models of processes such as crystal growth from a super

saturated solution, solidification of supercooled liquids, and freezing or melting of a dilute 

binary alloy (Langer (1980); Chorin (1985)). We have developed a code which appears to han

dle this type of problem in an accurate way. Thus this paper is of interest from a methodologi

cal point of view. 

In a Hele-Shaw cell, for horizontal flow an interface becomes unstable when a less viscous 

fluid displaces a more viscous fluid. Unstable fingering in a Hele-Shaw cell has been studied 

experimentally by many authors (see Saffman & Taylor (1958); Chuoke et al (1959); Gupta et al 
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(1973); White et al (1976, 1977); Pitts (1980); Park et al (1984)}. Saffman & Taylor (1958) per

formed a linearized stability analysis for the interface, neglected surface tension, and found an 

analytic solution for the shape of single fingers. Chuoke et al (1959) performed experiments in a 

Hele-Shaw cell and in packed bed models. They also performed a linearized stability analysis, 

included surface tension, and showed that surface tension prevents fingers from growing below a 

certain wavelength. Paterson (198O) recently performed experiments investigating radial finger

ing, i.e., an initially circular interface is perturbed and fingering occurs. Paterson argues that 

the radial model is more appropriate to practical situations. 

In this paper we present a numerical method which demonstates high accuracy in evolving 

interfaces represented by waves of small amplitude thereby suggesting that it gives reasonable 

results for large amplitude waves. Numerical methods simulating the evolution of an interface 

in a Hele-Shaw cell have been presented by Meng & Thomson (1978), Tryggvason & Aref (1983, 

1985) and by Degregoria & Schwartz (1985, 1986). To our knowledge, only in Tryggvason & 

Aref (1985) are results compared with the results predicted by the linearized theory. In Trggva

son & Aref (1985) there is a modest agreement, for the case shown, between the numerical 

results and the predictions of the linearized theory. We compared our numerical method exten

sively with the predictions of the linearized theory and the results are surprizingly good. This 

gives us some indication of how well our numerical method can expect to handle unstable inter

faces, which evolve into fingers. Some of these evolved interfaces are presented here and they 

compare well with those obtained experimentally and numerically by other authors. 

In our numerical method, the interface we evolve is represented by volume fractions. We 

use the Simple Line Interface Calculation (SLIC) method along with the method of fractional 

steps (see Richtmyer & Morton (1967)) to transport our interface of volume fractions. This 

method (SLIC) is presented initially by Noh & Woodward (1976). Chorin (1980) modifies this 

method to increase accuracy and applies it to Hame propagation. Lotstedt (1982) makes further 

modifications to increase accuracy in solving Burgers' equation and two phase porous How. 
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Sethian (1984) and Ghonien et al (1982) use SLIC to attain highly successful results in combus

tion. SLIC relies on local reconstructions of the interface instead of global reconstructions and 

thereby becomes highly effective in handling interfaces with such complex geometry as fingers 

and cusps. We present a method for finding the velocity field by discretizing a weak formulation 

of the continuity equation, equation (1.2). Interpolation is used to increase accuracy. A 

modified conjugate gradient method is used to solve the system resulting rrom the discretiza

tion. Curvature is computed using a method presented by Chorin (1985). This curvature is 

then used to put surrace tension in our model. 

The remainder or this paper is organized in the following way. In chapter 2, we give a 

derivation of the Hele-Shaw equations. Similar derivations can be round in Lamb (1932), Bear 

(1972) and Thompson (1968). In chapter 3, we give the rormulation of the problem. In chapter 

4, the results of the linearized theory are presented (see SafI'man & Taylor (1959); Chuoke et al 

(1958)). In chapter 5, we present our numerical method. In section 5.1, the algorithm (SLIC) 

for transporting the interface, represented by volume fractions, is presented. In section 5.2, our 

method of approximating the velocity field is presented. In section 5.3, our modified conjugate 

gradient method. is presented. In section 5.4, we discuss how curvature is computed and surrace 

tension is included. In chapter 6, we show how the rate or growth or a wave or small amplitude 

is approximated by our numerical method. The numerical results are then compared with the 

results as predicted by the linearized theory in various tables and graphs. In chapter 7, we 

show the evolution of unstable interfaces for long periods or time. Finally, chapter 8 is devoted 

to a general discussion or the results, our conclusions about the method, and some ideas ror 

future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DERIVATION OF THE HELE-SHAW EQUATIONS 

In this chapter, we derive the equations describing the flow of a fluid in a Hele-Shaw cell. 

The two parallel plates are located in the rectangular coordinate system (x ,'O,z) at z = 0 and 

z = 6 , see figure 1.1. The equations to be derived consist of the equation of motion 

(2.1) 

and the equation of continuity 

~'v(x,,) = 0 (2.2) 

where v (x , ,,) = (u (x ,,), v (x ,11 » is an averaged velocity field given by 

1 • v(x ,11) = 6' f V(x,1I,Z )dz, 
o 

(2.3) 

V(:r,1I,z) is the three-dimensional velocity field, 6 is the spacing between the plates, IJ is the 

dynamic viscosity of the fluid and p (:r ,11) is a similarly averaged pressure. We derive (2.1) and 

(2.2) from the -Navie~Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid in three dimensions. The 

Hele-Shaw equations are also derived in Lamb (1932) and Bear (1972). The Navier-Stokes equa-

tions for an incompressible fluid in three dimensions are 

aV + (V ·~)V = .!.~p + vfl.V at p 
(2.4) 

~·V =0 (2.5) 

where fJ = ( U , V , W) are the velocity components in the :r" and z directions respectively, p 

is the pressure, p is the density and v is the kinematic viscosity. With a change of variables, we 

nondimensionalize equation (2.4). Using the nondimensionalized equation and the fact that the 

flow in a Hele-Shaw cell is a slow, creeping flow, we are able to neglect the inertia term 

(V ·~)V to get the Stokes equations (see Chorin (1979), Landau & Lifshitz (1959), and Milne & 
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Thomson (1968». The remaining term on the left hand side of the Stokes eq'!ations is then 

neglected by assuming that the flow is nearly steady. The remaining equations are then 

integrated to find an expression for the averaged velocities. These integrations result into the 

Hele-Shawequations. The details of this derivation are presented below. 

We derive the Stokes equations by assuming a slow, creeping flow. Let us choose a con~ 

stant speed U and a constant length L which are typical of the flow. The equations (2.4) are 

nondimensionalized by making the following change of variables 

(2.6) 

where z = (z,1/,z), z-; = (Zt>1/1.Z1) and fft = (U" V" WI)' Let us make this change of vari

ables for the z component of (2.4), i.e., to 

au + Uau + V au + W au = _1. ap + v~u. 
at az a1/ a1/ P az 

(2.7) 

We then have, using (2.6) and (2.7), 

1 vU a2( fiu 1) ~( au 1) ~( au 1) 
= -; L + a(Lz 1)2 + a(L1/1)2 + a(Lz 1)2 (2.8) 

Alter a little algebra we have, 

(2.9) 

where R is known as the Reynolds number and is given by UL. When the flow is very slow, 
v 

then our typical speed U is small implying R is small. The inertia term is then neglected and 

(2.7) becomes 

au 1 ap 
-=---+~u at p az (2.10) 

We handle the 11 and Z components in a similar manner and obtain the Stokes equations for an 

.' 
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incompressible fluid, 

aU = -.!.'VP +IIAU. at p 

In addition, the flow is assumed to be almost steady, therefore we assume that 

giving us 

aU =0 
at ' 

.!.'VP = AU. 
I" 

where I" is the dynamic viscosity given by pll. Writing (2~13) componentwise gives us 

1.. ap = AU 
I" a:r 

1.. ap = AV 
I" a1/ 

1.. ap = A W. 
I" az 

7 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

The fluid flows through a very narrow space of width 6 and it is assumed that, the velocity in 

the z direction, W, is O. Sinee the fluid stieks to the plates (U (:r ,11 ,0) = 0 and 

0(:r,1/,6) = 0), the velocity gradients in the' z direction are much larger than those in the z 

and 11 directions. Therefore &2
2 

and &2
2 

may be neglected when compared with &2
2

, 
a:r a, az 

Equations (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) then become 

1 ap &2u 
-p a:r = az 2 

1 ap &2v 
-pa;=. az 2 

ap =0. 
az 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

By (2.19), p is a function of:r and , only, therefore (2.17) can be integrated in z by treating 

the left hand side of (2.17) as a function of:r and 1/ only. Performing this integration gives us 

(2.20) 

where II 1 and II 2 are functions of :r and 1/ only. Applying the boundary conditions 
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u = V = 0 when z = 0 and z = 6 , we have 

U =(~_~)8". 
21' 21' 8% 

(2.21) 

The average value of U(%,1/,z) over a segment perpendicular to the plates between z = 0 and 

z =6 is given by (2.3). We use (2.3) and (2.21) and find that 

b 
1 J z2 6z 8" 

U (% " ) = - (- - -)-dz 
6 a 21' 21' 8% 

and with a little algebra we have 

() 
62 8,,(%,U) 

u %" = - 121' 8% . 

In a similar manner, we obtain from (2.18) 

62 8,,(%,1/) 
"(%,U) = 

121' 81/ 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

Equations (2.23) and (2.24) are equivalent to Darcy's law in a porous medium with permeability 

62 
12 (see Collins(1961)). 

Since W = 0, equation (2.5) is written 

au + av = o. 
a:r 81/ 

(2.25) 

Integrating both sides over z from 0 to 6 and multiplying by !, we have 

1 • 8U 1 b 8V 
-J-dz + - J-dz = 0 
6 0 a:r 6 a 81/ 

(2.26) 

and using (2.3), we have that the averaged velocities satisfy 

8u (:r ,,) + 8" (:r ,,) = 0 
a:r 8, . (2.27) 

Equations (2.23), (2.24) and (2.27) give us the equations describing the flow of a fluid in a Hele-

Shaw cell. 

.' 
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CHAPTER 3 

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

In this chapter, we give the formulation of the problem which we solve numerically. We first 

interpret the three dimensional problem of evolving an interface in a Hele-Shaw cell in terms of 

a two dimensional problem. We then give a formulation of this problem in terms of the 

differential equations and conditions to be satisfied. The Hele-Shaw equations are solved for on 

each side of the interface to obtain a velocity field. These two solutions are connected by the . 
following three conditions. First, the Rankine-Hugoniot condition is satisfied on the interlace, 

i.e., the normal component of the velocity field is continuous across the interface. Second, a 

prescribed pressure jump at the interlace related to a given surface tension is required. Third, a 

compatibility condition between the velocity behind the interlace and the velocity in front of 

the interface is satisfied. After finding the velocity field, the fluids are advected in a way such 

that the interface is transported. Finally, we derive the compatibility condition. 

Suppose that a Hele-Shaw cell is given in a rectangular coordinate system (z " ,z) where 

the two parallel plates lie in the planes z = 0 and z = 6 and 6 is as before the spacing 

between the plates ( see figure 1.1). The plates are bounded on the sides by the planes z = 0 

and % = a. It is assumed that black fluid, lying behind the interface, is injected at some con-

stant velocity (0, V,O) across the plane y = 0 in the direction of the positive 11 axis the white 

fluid, lying in front of the interface, is expelled at the constant velocity (0, V ,0) across the plane 

11 = e in the direction of the positive y axis. Weare interested in the interface between the 

two fluids. In deriving the equations governing the flow of a fluid in a Hele-Shaw cell, we find 

that :~ = 0, implying that p is a function of % and 11 only. The velocity field u is an aver-

aged velocity field which is also a function of z and 11 only. The flow is considered as two 

dimensional in the z -y plane. In the % -y plane, we consider the flow to lie in a rectangular 

box R with comers lying at (0,0), (a ,0), (O,e), and (a,e) where e is a positive real number 

!.~ 
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(see figure 1.2). Black fluid flows into the box from behind the interlace at a constant velocity 

(0, V) across the line segment between the points (0,0) and (a ,0). White fluid flows out of the 

box in front of the interlace at a constant velocity (0, V) across the line segment between the 

points (0, c ) and (a ,c). All functions defined on the box are periodic in the horizontal direction . 

with period a. The region in which the black fluid lies is Rb and the region in which the white 

fluid lies is R.. such that the union of those regions is the region R . We are interested in the 

evolution of the interlace between the white and the black fluids with viscosities /JfIJ and 1'6 

respectively. The problem to be solved with the appropriate conditions to be satisfied is 88 fol-

lows. 

In R. , find a solution to the equations 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

such that all quantities are periodic in the 1: direction with period a and the velocity, VtI/ (z,e ) 

is prescribed. 

In R. , find a solution to the equations 

(3.3) 

V·ttb = ° (3.4) 

such that all quantities are periodic in the z direction with period a and the velocity, Vb (x ,0), 

is prescribed. 

These two problems are connected by the following conditions. 

1) The Rankine-Hugoniot condition is satisfied, i.e., 

tt •. ;t - itb .;t = ° (3.5) 

where ;t is the normal to the interlace pointing towards the black fluid. 

2) Surlace tension is included in this model by specifying a jump in the pressure across the 
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interface given by 

(3.6) 

where '6 (Zo,YO) is the limit of '6 (Z ,1/) as (Z ,1/) approaches (zo,1/0) with (z ,1/) a point in the 

black fluid and,. similarly defined, T is the surface tension and e 1 ,e 2 are the signed principal 

curvatures of the interface at the point (zo,1/o)' 

3) The compatibility condition 

1 1 

I V6 (z ,O)dz = I v. (z ,e )dz , (3.7) 
o 0 

is satisfied, i.e., the inflow velocity and the outflow velocity cannot be specified arbitrarily. 

After finding the velocity field above, we advect the black and white fluids by approxi-

mately solving the equation 

p, + u'VP=O (3.8) 

in such a way that the interface is transported where P is the density and t is the time. 

Let us now derive (3.7), the compatibility condition. The equation of motion and the con-

tinuity equation imply that in R. 

.:1,. = ° (3.9) 

(3.10) 

where ,. is the pressure in the white fluid and'6 is the pressure in the black fluid. For these 

elliptic problems, we specify boundary conditions. On the vertical sides of R. and R6 , we 

uaume periodic boundary conditions. On the side of R6 given by the line segment between the 

points (0,0) and (O,a), we specify the value of the normal derivative where the normal is the 

outward normal. Specifying this normal derivative is equivalent to giving the value of 

0'6 --(z 0) 
01/ ' 

on the line segment. Note that, from (3.1), 

(3.11) 
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_6 2 OPb 
tI (z ,0) = 121' ay-(z ,0) (3.12) 

and by specifying the boundary condition (3.11), one is giving the value of the velocity on the 

line segment. On the part of the boundary of R.. given by the line segment between the points 

(e ,0) and (e ,a ), we specify the value of the normal derivative where the normal is the outward 

normal. Giving the normal derivative is equivalent to giving 

oP .. 
ay-(z,e) 

on the line segment. Note that, from (3.1), 

_6 2 a, .. 
tI (z ,e) = 121' ay-(z,e ) 

and by specifying (3.13), one is giving the value of the velocity at the line segment. 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

The inflow velocity and the outflow velocity are not given arbitrarily. When the con-

tinuity equation is satisfied on both sides of the interface the Rankine-Hugoniot condition must 

be satisfied across the interlace, .i.e., the normal component of the velocity is continuous across 

the interlace. In solving (3.10), in R. , for a Neumann problem, the compatibility condition 

f .-; ·;tih = 0 
6R, 

(3.15) 

is to be satisfied and in R. , for a Neumann problem, the condition 

(3.16) 

is to be satisfied where ;t is the outward normal above, and oR. and oR. denote the boun-

daries of R" and R. respectively. The parts of (3.15) along the vertical sides cancel each other 

out, line integral in (3.15) then reduces to 

1 

f -tl (z ,O)dz = f u-; ·n-:'ih (3.17) 
o 7 

where "T is the curve representing the interface and n-:' is the normal to "T pointing into the black 

fluid. By the same argument for R. , we have 
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1 

f t1 (z ,e )dz = -f U~ ·n-:'d8. (3.18) 
o 8., 

By the Rankine-Hugoniot condition and by (3.17) and (3.18) we have the compatibility condie 

tion 

1 1 

f t1 {z ,O)dz = f t1 (z ,e )dz. (3.19) 
o 0 

The inflow velocity and the outflow velocity must satisfy (3.19). 
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CHAPTER 4 

LINEARIZED STABILITY THEORY 

In this chapter, the linearized stability theory will be presented, following Saffman & Tay-

lor (1958), Chuoke et al (1959). As given in chapter 2, the equations describing the flow of a 

fluid in a Hele-Shaw cell are the equation of motion (Darcy's law) 

and the equation of continuity 

it(z,,I ,z ) = _.!.VP (z ,11 ,z ) 
p 

V·it(z,1I,z) = 0 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 
/)2 

where it(z,1I,z) = (u,tI,w) is the velocity vector, p is the viscosity of the fluid, Ie is 12 and 

P is the pressure. These equations are written in a three dimensional form so that the effects of 

curvature in the % -z plane and the lI-Z plane is included. We start with an initial flow con-

sisting of a horizontal interface in a stationary state of uniform velocity (0,0, W). We suppose 

fluid 1 is below the interface and fluid 2 above. The subscripts 1 will denote variables in fluid 1 

and subscript 2 denotes variables in fluid 2. It is supposed that the interface is perturbed by 

some wave of wavenumber n and that the amplitude of the wave, Ee lit, is small where t is 

time, E is a small parameter and 17 is referred to 88 the rate of growth. The corresponding per-

turbed velocity field is substituted into (4.1) and (4.2) to get equations for the perturbations. 

By equating terms of first order in E, and assuming continuity of normal velocities across the 

interface we get differential equations for the perturbations which can be easily solved. We use 

the solutions of the differential equations obtained on each side of the interface and our 

definition of the surface tension coefficient, T, to get a formula for the rate of growth of the 

wave. The rate of growth, 17, is given by 



iT = 
(P2 - PI)n W - m 3k 

P2 + PI 

PI and P2 are the viscosities from below and above respectively. 
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(4.3) 

For nonzero surface tension, (4.3) shows that the rate of growth is a linear function of 

wavenumber n. All waves grow when the viscosity above is greater than the viscosity below 

and they grow arbitrarily fast. When the viscosity above is smaller than below, then all waves 

decay. For nonzero surface tension (r > 0), iT is a cubic polynomial in the n. When the viscos-

ity above is smaller than below, all waves decay. Alternatively, when P2>Ph there exists a 

wavenumber, no, at which iT has a positive maximum and a wavenumber, n 11 such that for all 

waves with wavenumbers n > n h iT is negative, i.e., we have decay. These results are given in 

terms of the wavelength also. The details of these derivations are given below. 

A rectangular coordinate system (% " ,z) is chosen with the positive z-axis directed from 

fluid 1 to fluid 2. Assume a steady state of uniform velocity (0,0, W) 'vertically upwards and a 

horizontal interface parallel to the plane z = o. Let us perturb our velocity field (0,0, W) by 

ru ,v ,iD). We substitute this into Darcy's law (4.1) and we find that the perturbed velocity 

field must satisfy 

. (u ,v,iD + W) = -V [(;)p) (4.4) 

where P is the appropriate viscosity and p is the pressure. W is substracted from the z com-

ponent of both sides of (4.4) and we find 

(u ,v ,iD ) = -V (( ;)p + wz) = Vt/J (4.5) 

where tP is the velocity potential. We substitute the velocity field (u ,v , iD + W) into the con-

tinuity equation which gives us 

au + av + aiD = o. 
a% ay az (4.6) 

Equations (4.5) and (4.6) are the equations of motion and continuity respectively for the pertur-

bation velocities in a coordinate system moving with velocity (0,0, W) with the unperturbed 
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horizontal interrace at rest. The velocity potential for our new system is given in (4.6) by 

(4.7) 

and p is given by 

p == -( ~ J~ -(~ J Wz. (4.8) 

We wish to study the evolution of an arbitrary interrace between two fluids with different 

viscosities. Suppose we decompose an arbitrary perturbation of the horizontal interrace into its 

Fourier modes and study each mode separately. The interrace is evolving in time (t ) and is of 

the form 

) 
i.~:. + i." + 171 

Z = q(:r " ,t ,E = Et (4.9) 

where ft. and ft, are the wavenumbers of this perturbation in:r and , , (T is the rate of growth, 

E IS the amplitude (assumed to be small) and i = vCl. Let 

g (z " ,z ,t ) == z - '1{:r " ,t IE} = O. We differentiate g with respect to t, taking into account 

that z , 11 and z are functions of t , and find that 

o == ag + az ag + a, ag + az ag 
at at az at a, at az 

a'1 - a'1 - a'1 -= - - - u- - t.'- + w at az a, (4.10) 

We then solve for ~~ and find that 

a'1 - a'1 - a'1 - (- - - ) - = - u- - t.'- + w = u,t.', W ·w at az a, (4.11) 

where it = { - ::' - :: ,I} is the outward normal from fluid 1. By the Rankine-Hugoniot 

condition discussed in Chapter 3, the normal components of the velocity are continuous across 

the interrace. We use this fact and {4.11} which gives us 

a'1 a'1 a~l a'1 a~l a~l -=------+-at az az a, a, az 
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a" a4>2 a" a4>2 a4>2 =------+-. 
az az a1/ a1/ az 

For the perturbation velocities, (4.5) reduces to the following equations on the interface, 

u (z ,1/ ,,,) = -{ ; )( := )(z " ,,,) 

v (z'1/ ,,,) = -( .!.)( aaP )(z,1/ ,,,) 
IJ , 

10 (z ,1/ ,,,) = -{ ; )( :~ )(z " ,,,) - W 
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(4.12) 

(4.13) 

where IJ is equal to IJI in fluid 1 and 1J2 in fluid 2. H we expand the right hand sides of equations 

(4.13) about z =0 we have 

k ap k a2p 
u =-{-)-a (z,1/,O)-(-)-a a (z,1/,e.)" 

IJ z IJ z z 

_ k ap k a2p 
t1 =-{-)-a (z,1/,O)-(-)-a a (z,1/,e,)" 

IJ 1/ IJ Z1/ 

_ k ap ( k a2p " 
.w =-{-)-a Z,1/,O)-(-)-a 2(z,1/,e.r)"- W 

IJ Z IJ Z 
(4.14) 

where e. ,e, and e .. are between ° and ,,(z,1/ ,t ,E). We observe that 

k) ape k. ap -{- -a z" ,0) = -{-)hm(-a )(z,1/ ,,,(z ,1/,t ,E» 
P z IJ (-+0 Z 

k ape k. ap -{ -)-a Z,1/ ,0) = -{ -)hm( -a )(z,1/ ,,,(z ,1/ ,t ,E)) 
IJ 1/ IJ (-+0 1/ 

k ap ( k. ap -{-)-a Z,1/ ,0) = -{-)hm(-a )(z,1/ ,,,(z,1/ ,t ,E». 
p Z P (-+0 1/ 

(4.15) 

The terms on the right hand side are the original unperturbed velocity field which is (0,0, W). 

(4.14) then reduces to 

v = -{.!.) aa
2

a
P (z,1/ ,e,)" = 0 (E) 

IJ Z 1/ 

10 =-{.!.)aa2P
2(z,1/,e.r)" = o (E) (4.16) 

IJ Z 

since" is 0 (E). a4>1 a4>2 a4>1 a4>2 a4>1 atP2 
By (4.16), we then have that -a ' -a ' -a ' -, - and - are 0 (E). 

Z z 1/ a1/ az az 

By (4.9), at the interface, aa" and a" are both 0 (E). We equate terms of first order in (4.12) 
z a1/ 
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and we find 

(4.17) 

where both potentials tPl and ~ are evaluated at the interface z = '7(z,1/ ,t ,f). Substituting for 

a'7 we obtain the equations that our velocity potentials must satisfy: at 

( 4.18) 

Since these potentials are perturbations of the initial flow they must vanish as z - +00 for tP2 

and as Z - -00 for tPl' The appropriate solutions satisfying these properties are 

.J. ( ffT) IU + la. + la, + at 
Y'1 = - e 

n 

~ = _ {~)e -tu + las + ia, + at • 

n 
(4.19) 

We expand e ±IU ,where z is taken on the interface z = '7, and find that e ±IU ~(1 + 0 (f)). 

Therefore 

tPl = ( E: J ( 1 + 0 (E) ) e las· + la, J + at 

~ = _ ( E: ) ( 1 + 0 (E) ) e las· + la, J + crt 

and therefore to the first order tPl and tP2 satisfys (4.18). 

(4.20) 

Let (zo,1/o,zo) satisfy Zo = q(zo,Yo,O,E) for some fixed f ,i.e., (%o,1/o,zo) is a point on the 

interface. There is an assumed jump in the pressure defi~ed by 

(4.21) 

where P I(ZO,1/0,zo) is the limit of P I(Z ,1/ ,z) 88 (% ,1/ ,z) approaches (zo,1/o,zo) with (z ,1/ ,z) a 
I 

point in fluid 1 and P 2 similarly defined. T is the surface tension and c 1 ,c 2 are the signed prin-

cipal curvatures of the interface at the point (%o,1/o,zo). We combine equations (4.8) and (4.21) 

and at the point (% o,1/o,Z 0) we find 
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P 2 - PI = !!.:..4Jl + !!.:.. Wz - P2 ~ - P2 Wz = -1{ C 1 + c 2). 
k k k k 

We substitute 4Jl and 4J2, given by (4.19), into (4.22) and find that 

[ Etr) .. + i.s • + i.,' + I1f [ Etr) -.. + i.s • + i." + I1f 
PI - e + P2 - e n n 

The curvature on the interface is defined by 

lP" 2 i.s • + i." + I1f 
c 2 = - --2 = En, e . 

8,1 

We substitute back into (4.23) and we find that 

We equate lower order terms, divide by " and find that 

(4.26) simpifies to 

We solve Cor tr and find that 

tr= 
(P2 - Pl)nW - m 3k 

P2 + PI 
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(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

By (4.9) we see that the growth oC our perturbation depends on tr. If tr>O then we have 

exponential growth otherwise our perturbation decays exponentially. Equation (4.28) implies 

that tr>O if and only iC 

(4.29) 

27r 
Let n = -,-. Cor some wavelength I. There is a critical wavelength lent such that for all 
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wavelengths I >/eri' we have stable modes and for I </eri' we have instability. By (4.28) the 

critical values of our parameters, i.e. ,the values such that IT is 0, occur when 

(1'2 - 1'1) W -1{neri' )21c = 0 . 

Letting neri' = 1271" in (4.30) we see that 
eri, 

lent = 271"( Tic ) ~ 
(1'2 - P1)W . 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

To find the wavelength I mu: associated with the maximum rate of growth we solve alT = 0 an 
where IT is given by (4.28). We find 

alT (1'2 - 1'1) W - 3m 2k 
0= - = -------an 1'2 - 1'1 • 

(4.32) 

We then solve Cor n and find that the maximum value of IT occurs at the value 

1 

_ (1'2 -Pl)W)2 
nmu: - 3Tk 

(4.33) 

and since n mu == 1271' ,we. find that 
mu: 

1_ - 2"[ (,.. ~~,)W )t, (4.34) 

We compare (4.31) with (4.34) and we find that 

(4.35) 

II 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE NUMERICAL METHOD 

In this chapter, a numerical method for evolving an interface between two fluids in a Rele-Shaw 

cell is presented. Our numerical method evolves the interlace in a rectangular box in the Z-1I 

plane. The four comers of the rectangular box lie at (0,0), (a ,0), (O,c ), and (a ,c ) where a and 

c are positive real numbers (see figure 1.1). Black fluid flows into the box from behind the 

interlace at a constant velocity (0, V) across the line segment between the points (0,0) and 

(a ,0). White fluid flows out of the box in front of the interlace at a constant velocity (0, V) 

across the line segment between the points (O,c) and (a ,c). All functions defined on the box 

are periodic in the horizontal direction with period equal to a. 

Our numerical method consists of two major parts; 

(1) Calculation of the velocity field. 

(2) Calculation of the motion of the interlace. 

In section 5.1, it is shown how the interrace is transported with the Simple Line Interface Calcu

lation (SLIC) method. A numerical grid is imposed over the region containing the interlace and 

a number is assigned to each cell equal to the fraction of the cell located behind the interface. 

A local interface is drawn in each cell and the fractions are updated during each time step 

according to the appropriate differential equations. In section 5.2, the velocity field is approxi

mated. An interlace is reconstructed locally in each cell. The pressure is solved for at a point 

in each cell that depends on the type of interface in the cell. An equation involving the unk

nown pressure in each cell and its neighboring cells is obtained through the discretization of a 

weak (integral) Corm of the continuity equation. The velocity field is calculated from the weak 

form of the equations. Arter discretization of the continuity equation in each cell, a system oC 

equations results and these equations are solved by a modified conjugate gradient method 

presented in section 5.3. In section 5.4, it is explained how surface tension is calculated and 
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how the curvature is approximated. 

5.1. SLIC. A grid is imposed on a domain and a number is assigned to each cell corresponding 

to the fraction of that cell located behind the interface. The interface is reconstructed locally 

and the fractions are updated during each time step in accordance with the appropriate 

differential equations. This method relies on local reconstructions instead of global reconstruc-

tiona and thereby becomes highly effective in handling interfaces with complex geometry such 

as fingers and cusps. Due to its simplicity and applicability there is a great interest in improv-

ing the accuracy of this method. 

The original method proposed by Noh & Woodward (1976) uses horizontal and vertical 

lines for the local interfaces. Chorin (1980) applies SLIC to flame propagation and includes 

comers and thin randomly located fingers for accuracy. Lotstedt (1982) uses trapezoids to 

increase accuracy in solving Burgers' equation and two phase porous flow. Sethian (1984) and 

Ghoniem et al (1982) use SLIC to attain highly successful results in combustion. 

Consider the two-fluid flow in the rectangular box described at the beginning of this 

chapter. Consider a numerical grid of uniform mesh size Ia imposed over this box. The centers 

of the cells are located at the points (ila ,jla ) where i ,j are integers and Ia is a small parameter. 

Assign a number li.J to each cell equal to the fraction of black fluid in that cell. A cell (i ,j) 

has volume fraction li.J = 1 when it lies entirely behind the interface, volume fraction 

li.J = 0 when it lies entirely in front of the interface and 0 < li.J < 1 when the interface 

passes through the cell. The differential equation that describes the advection of the fluid is 

ap ap ap 
-+u-+v-=O at aIr ay (5.l.1) 

where p is the density and u, v are the :r and y components of the given velocity field. The 

solution to equation (5.l.1) is approximated using the method of fractional steps (Richtmyer & 

Morton (1967». The fluid is first advected in the :r -direction by the approximate equation 

it 
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ap + u ap = 0 at ax f5.1.2) 

over a half time step and then in the y -direction by the approximate equation 

(5.1.3) 

over a half time step. Equations (5.1.2) and (5.1.3) can be approximated by moving a fluid in 

the x and y directions a distance u .; and t1 .; respectively, where k is the time step. For 

each of these sweeps, a local interface is drawn in each cell where 0 < li,i < 1. The black fluid 

is then advected in the z ( respectively 11) direction with velocity u ( respectively v) and the 

volume fractions, Ii ,i 's are updated. 

The geometry of the interface is adapted to the particular sweep. The types of interfaces 

that we use are given below. They include horizontal interfaces, vertical interfaces, comers, 

and thin fingers as used by Chorin (1980). The local interface in cell (i ,j) is determined by 

examining the volume fractions in cell (i ,j) and its neighbors. For the horizontal sweep we give 

below the possible interfaces considered along with the volume fractions which determine them. 

A) Vertical Interface: The interface in cell (i ,j) is a vertical line and is located at 

z = (i - .5}h + li,i h. This case occurs when one of the following situations hold. 

(I) 0< I i,i <1, 0<1 i-l,i' I i+l,i = 0, and either (I· '+1 = 0 I· . 1 = 0) or • ,J ' I ,J-

(0< Ii ,H1> 0< Ii ,i -1) (see figure 5.1) 

(2) O</i.i<I, li-l,i =O,O<II+1,j' and either (fi.i+l =0, li,i-l =0) or 

(0< II ,H1> 0< Ii ,i-I) 

(3) O</i,i <1, li-l,i <1, li+l,i = 1, and either (/i,Hl = 1, 11,i-l = 1) or 

(/ i ,i+1 < 1,1 i ,i-I <1) 

(4) O</i,i <1, li-l,i = 1, IH1,i <1, and either (/i,i+1 = 1, li,i-l = 1) or 

(/ i ,j +1 < 1, li.i -1 < 1) 

B) Horizontal Interface: O</i,i <1, O</i-l,i <1, 0</i+1,i <1. The interface is a hor

izontalline in the (i ,j) cell and is located at 11 = (j -.5)h + Ii ,i h (see figure 5.2). 
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C) Comer: O</i,1 <1, O</i-l,1 <1, li+l,1 = 0, li,l+l = 0, O</i,l-l (see figure 5.3). 

The black fluid lies in a rectangle in the lower left hand comer of the (i ,j) cell. The rectangle 

has height b and width IJ. These parameters IJ and b are found by solving the equations 

-= 
b 1 i ,/-1 

(5.1.4) 
/I 1 i -1,1 

and 

ab = li,Ih2 (5.1.5) 

It b > h then let b = h and IJ = 1 i ,I h. Also if IJ > h then let IJ = h and b = 1 i ,j h . 

There are seven related cases. In three of these cases, the black fluid lies in a rectangle in the 

other three comers of the cell. In the remaining four cases, the role of the black fluid is inter-

changed with the white fluid and we have a rectangle of white fluid lying in the four comers. 

D) Finger: O</i,1 <1, li-l,1 = 0, IH1,I = 0 (see figure 5.4). There is a thin finger of 

black fluid surrounded on the left and right by cells containing only white fluid. The location 

of the finger is determined randomly. Suppose the finger occupies the region IJ :5 z :5 b. The 

parameters IJ and b are ~ven by IJ = (i - .5}h + 0(1-1 i,/}h and b = IJ. + 1 i,l h where 0 

is a member of an equidistributed sequence of random numbers in [0,1]. We use the van der 

Corput sequence as used by Colel1a(19S2). The same 0 is used in all cells in which this case 

occurs for a fixed time. A new 0 is choosen at each time step. Noh and Woodward (1976) origi-

nally proposed a finger placed in the middle of the cell. It is pointed out by Fenimore (1979) 

u·i 
that the movement of the finger depends on -h- rather than u. This can be easily seen since 

u·i 
the finger does not move at all unless -h- is large enough. Chorin (1980) proposed using the 

random finger above. This assures that the average motion of the finger is computed correctly. 

By interchanging the roles of black and white we get the case of a white finger. 

E) No InterCace: 1 i,l = 0 or 1 i ,j = 1. These cases occur the most frequently and are 

the easiest. Nothing is usually done unless an interCace is in an adjacent cell. 
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A velocity field is given on the associated staggered grid (Harlow and Welch (1965)). The 

horizontal velocities are given at the centers of the vertical sides of the cells. The vertical vel~ 

cities are given at the centers of the horizontal sides of the cells. For cell (i ,j), there are two 

vertical velocities v'.i _ ~ and v'.i + ~ given at the centers « ih , (j - .5}h ) and (( ih , (j + .5)h) 

respectively of the two horizontal sides. There are two horizontal velocities a'-~.i and ai+~.i 

given at the centers « i - .5)h , jh ) and « i + .5)h , jh) respectively of the two vertical sides of 

cell (i ,j) (see figure 5.5). 

Below we will give several examples of the motion of an interlace in a cell according to 

SLIC. The sweep will be assumed to be in the :r -direction. In the first example, the moving of 

a horizontal interface will be illustrated. In the second, a vertical interface shall be studied. 

The vertical interface shall be used to illustrate how cells which are full or empty are handled. 

In example 2, it shall be assumed that a velocity a is given in the cell (i ,j ) for the black fluid. 

Example 1. Suppose that O<I'_I,j <1, O<I •. i <1 and O<I.+l,j <1, as in case B 

above, then we have locally in cell (i,i) a horizontal interface. The black fluid in cell (i,i) is 

. advected horizontally as a rectangular unit with vertical dimension I.,j·" and horizontal 

dimension" (see figure 5.2). Suppose that u'-~.i <0 and a,+~,j >0. The black fluid on the 

left hand side of the cell is transported a distance (-",-~.i)k to the left. The fluid on the right 

side of the cell (i,i) is transported a distance (a, ~.i)k to the right. Cell (i -1,i) gains 

(-ai_~,j)It·I.,j" of black fluid (in area). Cell (i +1,j) gains (ai~,j)1t ·Ii.i h of black fluid in 

area. Cell (i,i) losses the amount gained by cells (i -l,i) and (i +l,j). The volume fractions 

are updated as follows: 

I ... I ~"( ) L Ii ,j "( ) I •• i h i.i = i,j + a'-~.i '~'--,;r- - ai+~.i 'k'h2 

I ... I~" ( )L li,jh i +1.i = • +1.i + al +~,j • /Ii '--,;r-

I ... I ~"( ) L f. ,j h . l' = . l' - fl. U. • '/Ii'-
1- .1 1 - .1 ... - .... 1 h 2 . 

The updates for the horizontal sweep for cell (i ,j) is complete but cells (i -l,i) and (i +l,i) 
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must also interact with cells (i -2,i) and (i +2,i) respectively. If tliJlJ,j >0 then the horizontal 

sweep for cell (i ,i) could only be completed by reconstructing the interface in cell (i-l,i) and 

similarly for tli +¥l,j • 

Example 2. Suppose we are performing the horizontal sweep in cell (i ,i) with the 

volumes fractions satisfying the conditions of ease A(1) above (see figure 5.1), Le., we have 

locally in cell (i ,j) a vertical interface. The black fluid lies in a rectangle with horizontal and 

vertical dimensions 1 i ,j . /a and /a respectively. The rectangle of black fluid lies against the left 

side of cell (i ,i). When 11-1.1 <1, the rectangle of black fluid is advected as a rectangular 

unit in the same manner as example 1 and the volumes fractions are updated appropriately. 

When li,j=l, the fluid is transported by advecting the interface that lies inside cell (i ,i) and 

updating the volumes fractions depending on the new location of the interface. Suppose 

I i-l,j =1, then the interface advected a distance tI·k where tI is the velocity of the interface 

and k is the time step. If the interface remains in cell (i ,j) then the only update is 

J ..... = J .<Jl~ + lI·k· /a 
',I ',3 /a. 2 

If the interface moves into cell (i + l,i), then cell (i ,i) is updated to being full and the volume 

fraction of cell (i +1,j) is updated based on the new location of the interface, Le., 

I.-:t = 1 

lI·k·/a <Jl~ 
/ ·"+·1·= +/ .. -1. ',I /a 2 ',I 

If the interface moves into cell (i -I,i), then cell (i,j) is updated to being empty and the 

volume fraction of cell (i -I,i) is updated based on the new location of the interface, Le., 

1 tNt. 
i-l,j = 

1""··=0 , ,I 

lI·k ./a IOU 
/a 2 + i,j + 1. 

5.2. Approximation of the velocity field. Our problem is to solve 
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~'U =0 (5.2.1) 

on both sides of the interface in the rectangular box. This equation may not be meaningful at 

the interface since u is not necessarily differentiable there. We therefore consider the weak for-

mulation of equation (5.2.1) given by 

f u'nd4 = 0, 
Be- -

I,} 

(5.2.2) 

for every cell (i .i), where aCi ,j is the boundary of the cell (i ,j), u is the velocity field, and n 

is the outward normal. (5.2.2) is derived using the divergence theorem: 

0= f ~·itdzdy= f U'nd4 
Ci,i Bei,i 

(5.2.3) 

The main idea is as follows: The interface is reconstructed locally in each cell using the 

ideas in S1IO. Given these reconstructions we define an auxillary grid with each cell (i ,i) in 

our original grid containing an auxilIary grid point z..,j' For the case when cell (i ,j) contains 

an interface the auxillary grid point z.. ,j is located on the interface at a point that depends on 

what type of interface is present. For example, with horizontal and vertical interfaces, z.. oJ" is 

located at the center of the interface. Our possible interfaces also include fingers, fingertips, 

diagonals and comers. For diagonals and fingertips lj ,I lies at the center of the interface. For 

comers lj ,i lies at the comer of the rectangle which lies in the cell. For fingers z.. ,j lies on a 

line segment in the middle of the finger. The location of z.. ,I for each type of interface is given 

in appendix 1. For the case when cell (i ,i) contains no interface z.. ,I is located at the center of 

the cell. In each cell we seek the value of a grid function Pi ,I at the grid point z.. oJ" where Pi ,j 

represents an approximation to the pressure at z.. ,j' An equation for each Pi ,j is obtained 

through the discretization of (5.2.2). The line integral in (5.2.2) is divided into four parts, 

where each part pertains to a side of cell (i ,i). When the interface crosses a cell, the line 

integral along each side is divided into a part pertaining to the white fluid and a part pertaining 

to the black fluid. Each of these line integrals is approximated by the length of the line times 

u· n approximated at a convenient point on the line of integration. Approximating it· n along 

the sides of the cell is equivalent to approximating :: along the vertical sides and :: along 
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the horizontal sides of the cell. Suppose that :: is to be discretized along the top side of cell 

(i ,i). It is easiest to use, as an approximation to ::' a difference quotient, equaling the value 

of the grid function Pi.i+l in cell (i ,i +1) minus the value of the grid function Pi,j in cell (i ,i) 

divided by the distance between the locations of the auxillary grid points i.e., the distance 

between Z;,j and Z;,j +1. However when an interface passes through either cell the auxillary 

grid points in cells (i ,i) and (i ,i +1) in general do not have the same z-coordinate. Linear 

interpolation is used to approximate the value of a grid function in cell (i ,i) or (i ,i +1) at a 

point which has the same z -coordinate as the auxillary grid point in cell (i, i + 1) or (i ,i) 

respectively. This approximation of the grid function is then used in the difference quotient 

instead of the auxiliary grid function in the cell. The choice of the cell in which interpolation is 

done and of which auxillary grid points to use in the interpolation depends on the locations of 

the grid points and the interrace's structure. :: is approximated in the same manner. 

Equation (5.2.2) can be rewritten as 

f u:nda + fu·nda + fu·nda + fu·nda = 0, ( 
RS TS LS BS 

5.2.4) 

where RS is the line segment on the right side of cell (i ,i), TS is the line segment on the top 

side of cell (i ,i), LS is the line segment on the left side of cell ( i ,i), and BS is the line seg-

ment on the bottom side of cell (i ,i). For the discretization of the integral above one needs 

approximations to the locations of the local interraces in each cell, an estimation of where the 

interlace crosses the sides of the cells and the coordinates of where the pressure is to be solved 

for in that cell. This information is given in appendix 1 along with the discretization of equa-

tion (5.2.2) for all interfaces. 

The equations for the cells along the boundary of the rectangular box are modified slightly 

due to the boundary conditions. The grid is periodic in the z -direction with period equal to the 

horizontal dimension of the rectangle. The velocity is prescribed on the horizontal sides of the 

rectangle. For cells on the bottom row in the rectangle, the first term in (5.2.4) is known. For 
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cells on the top row in the rectangle, the third term in (5.2.4) is known. Those terms are placed 

on the right hand side of equation (5.2.4) for each cell on the bottom row or the top row, and 

the remaining terms in (5.2.4) are discretized. 

The discretization of (5.2.4) can be thought of as a weak discrete divergence. Suppose 

that an interface crosses the right side of cell (i, j). The line integral on . the right side is 

divided into two parts, one pertaining to the white fluid and one pertaining to the black fluid, 

and is given by 

Jv·;;u == J v· ·;;d, + J v· ·;;d, (5.2.5) 
RS RS(."ee) RS(bl4d) 

where we use the superscripts w and 6 to refer to the velocities in the white and black fluids 

respectively. We simplify (5.2.5) and get 

Ju·;;d, = J u· U + J U II d, (5.2.6) 
RS RS( ... ,.) RS(blcelt) 

where v· = (u· ,v· ) and u· = (u II ,v·). Suppose that the length of the line of integration 

on which the black fluids lies is a r • Let us discretize the integrals on the right hand side of 

(5.2.6) for cell (i ,j )j we have 

Ju·;;u ::::::(/& - a r ) u· i+fl,j + a r u· i+fl,j 
RS 

(5.2.7) 

where u· i +fl,j and u· i +fl,j are the velocity normals on the right side in the white and· black 

fluids. Suppose that on the top, left and bottom sides, the lengths of the lines of integration for 

the black fluid are a" a, and a., then we have the following approximations derived as above, 

!u·;;d, ::::::(/& - a,) v· i,i+fl + a, v· i,j+fl 
TS 

(5.2.8) 

where v· i ,j +fl and v· i,j +fl denote the normal velocities on the top side, u., i +lr!I,j and 

u II i +lr!I,j denote the normal velocities on the left side and v· ,. ,j -!fa and v· i,j -!fa denote the nor-

mal velocities on the bottom side. Summing the terms above gives us a weak discrete diver-



gence, Di ,j , given by 

+ (Ia - a,) v' i,j+i + a, v 6 i,j+i 

-((Ia - al) U • i JIl,j + a, U 6 i JIl,j ) 

-((Ia - a6) v' i,jJll + a6 ,,6 i,iJll) 
In figure 5.6, these velocities are shown for a horizontal interface. 
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(5.2.9) 

The following example illustrates the discretization of each term in (5.2.4) for a cell (i ,i) 

with a typical interface passing through it. This example uses the following set of volumes frac-

tions: O</i-l,j <1, 0<1 i,j <1, 0<1 i+l.i <1 ,I i-l,i-l=l, 1 i,j-l=l, 1 i+1,i-l=l, 

1 i-l,/+I=O, 1 i ,/+1=0, 1 i +1,j +1=0· It is assumed that 1 i-l,j 5:.1 i,j 5:.1 Hl,j (see figure 5.7). 

By appendix 1, cells (i-1,j), (i,j) and (i+1,j) each contain a horizontal interface while the 

remaining cells given contain no interface. The auxilIary grid points in cells (i -l,j -1), (i;i -1), 

(i +l,j -1), (i -1,j +1), (i ,j +1) and (i +1,j +1) are located in the center of the cell since they 

contain no interface. The auxilIary grid points in cells (i -l,j), (i ,j) and (i + l,j) are located 

at the centers of the horizontal interfaces. Let us first evaluate the line integral on the right 

side of cell (i ,j). The interface crosses ,the' right side of cell (i ,i) at the average of the two 

local interfaces, i.e., at 1/ = (j - .5)1a + .51a (f i ,i + 1 i +1,i)' Since an interface crosses the 

right side of cell (i ,j), the line integral along the right side is divided into two parts, one per-

taining to the white fluid and one pertaining to the black fluid which is given by 

Ju';(tU= J u·;(d,+ J u·;(d,. () 5.2.10 
RS RS( • .,.) RS(61aci) 

On the right hand side of (5.2.10), it·;( simplifies into Ie. 8" « i ;:)Ia ,,) when « i +.5)h " ) 

lies in the white fluid and into 1e6 8" « i ;.5)1a ,1/) when (( i +.5)h ,,) lies in the black fluid 
, % 

where 1e6 = -~ and Ie. = __ 2
62 

. The line integrals on the right side of equation 
121A6 1 IA. 

(5.2.10) are approximated by u';( at some convenient point on the line times the length of the 

line. Using this and equations (5.2.10), we have the following approximations, 



ap (( i +.5)h ,ed . 
fit·nda ~.5h (J i ,i +1 i+I,j) I':b 
RS 
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(5.2.11) 

where el and e2 are the 31 -coordinates of convenient points on the right hand side of cell (i ,j) 

ap (( i +.5)h ,el) 
in the black and white fluids respectively. The term' . az in equation (5.2.11) is 

approximated by the difference quotient 

Pi +1,i -Pi ,i 

d (Zi +1,i ,~ ,j ) 
(5.2.12) 

where 7i +l.i and 'ii,i are points located in the black fluid in the cells (i ,i) and (i +1,j) 

respectively with the same 31 -coordinate ell and d (z ,31 ) is the Euclidean distance between the 

points z and !f. Pi +1,i and Pi,j are approximations to the grid functions values at ~ +I,i and 

~.i respectively. Linear interpolatioil is used to approximate Pi ,i and Pi +I.i· Zi ,i" and Zi +1,i .'j'V;; 

are chosen in a way to minimize the amount of interpolation done. The simplest thing to do is 

to use Zi,i for "ii,i in (5.2.12), which requires no interpolation in cell (i ,i). In cell (i +1,j), 

the point "ii +I.i is chosen as the point on the line between Zi +I,j and Zi +I.i -I with the same y- q. 

coordinate as 7;.i' We then interpolate linearly between Pi+l.i located at z..+I,iand Pi+1,j-1 ".' .".,' 

located at Zi +I,i -I to approximate the grid functions value Pi +I,i at ~ +1.i· Pi +1.i is given by 

the relation 

Pi +I.i -Pi +I.i Pi +I.i -Pi +I.i -I 
(5.2,13) 

d (Zi +I.i ,'ii +I,j ) d (Zi +I,j ,Zi +I.i -I) 

Therefore we have, for the first term on the right hand side of (5.2.11), the following approxi-

mation,' 

ap «i +.5)h ,el) 
.5h (J i,i + 1 i +I.i )I':b az 

h (I + I . .)... __ P,_' +_I..;...I_-_Pi.....;.J;...' -
= .5 i ,i '+I,J~" _ 

d (z.. +I,j ,7;,j ) 
(5.2.14) 

where Pi +1,1 is given by (5.2.13). 
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.. 8p«i+.5)h,e2) 
The approXImatIon of 8z in (5.2.11) is similar to the approximation done above. 

8p «(i +.5)h ,e2) 
The term in equation is approximated by the difference quotient 

8z 

Pi +1.i -Pi.i 

d (ii +I.i ,ii.i ) 
(5.2.15) 

where ii+I.i and ii.i are points located in the white fluid in the cells (i ,i) and (i+l,i) 

respectively with the same y -coordinate e2' Pi +1.i and Pi.i are approximations to the grid 

functions values at ii+1.i and t..i respectively. Linear interpolation is used to approximate 

Pi.i and Pi +I.i· t.-.i and ii +1.i are chosen in a way to minimize the amount of interpolation 

done. The simplest thing to do is to use ~ +1.i Cor ii +1.i in (5.2.15), which requires no interpo-

lation in cell (i +1,i). In cell (i ,j), the point ii.i is chosen as the point on the line between 

~.i and ~.i +1 with the same y -coordinate as ~ +1.i' We then interpolate linearly between 

Pi.i located at ~.i and Pi.i +1 located at Zi.i +1 to approximate the grid functions value Pi.i at 

ii .i' Pi.i is given by the relation 

Pi .I-Pi .1 

d(~.i '~.i) 
Pi .1 +1-Pi .i 

d(~.I+h~./) . 
(5.2.16) 

Therefore we have, for the second term on the right hand side of (5.2.11), the following approxi-

mation, 

- 5h (2 / / ) Pi+l.I-Pi.1 
- . - i.i - i +1.1 IC. . (5.2.17) 

d (~+1.i ,ii.1 ) 

where Pi.i is given by (5.2.16). After summing the two terms (5.2.14) and (5.2.17), we have the 

approximation, 

+ .5h (2 _ /. . _ / . . )IC Pi +1.i -Pi .i 
1.1 1+1.1. ..,. 

d (~+1.i ,Zi .i ) 
(5.2.18) 

.. 
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where Pi +1.1 and Pi.1 are given by (5.2.13) and (5.2.16) respectively. 

There is no interface crossing the top side of cell (i ,j), only white fluid. u·it simplifies 

on the top side to ~" 8p ((z, ~~ +.5)h). The line integral on the top side is approximated by 

iI·it at some convenient point on the top side times the length of the side. We then have the 

approximation, 

f - -'J, '"'""'h 8p (e, (j +.5)h) 
u ·n 8""" ~" 8 

TS Y 
(5.2.19) 

where e is the z -coordinate or some convenient point on the top side of cell (i ,j). The point is 

convenient in the sense that it minimizes the amount of interpolation required. Since Z;.I and 

Z; .1+1 have the same z-coordinate, no interpolation is done. The term 8p (e,(j +.5)h) in 
8y 

equation (5.2.11) is approximated by the difference quotient 

P'.I+l - Pi.1 

d (Z;.i + liZ; .1 ) 
and ror our line integral on the top side we have the approximation, 

(5.2.20) 

(5.2.21) 

The line integral on the left side of cell (i,j) is discretized in a similar manner as the line 

integral on the right side. The line integral on the bottom side is done in a similar way to the 

line integral over the top side. These discretizations are substituted into equation (5.2.4) to give 

an equation for the grid function values around cell (i ,j ). 

The case that occurs most frequently is the one where (i ,j), (i -1,j), (i +1,j), (i,j -1) 

and (i ,j +1) contain no interfaces and contain the same fluid. Without loss of generality, we 

assume the fluid in these cells to be black. The pressures are all cell centered and (5.2.4) can be 

approximated as follows, 

h 8p ((i +.5)h , jh) + L 8p (ih , (j +.5)h) 
~. 8z "~6 8y 
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I. 8p « i -.5}1& , jl& ) I. 8p (il& , (j -.5)1&) _ 0 
- " "6 -- - - " "6 -8z 8y 

(5.2.22) 

Using the centered difference approximation, (5.2.22) can be approximated by 

I. Pi+l,j - Pi,i + I. P;,i+l - Pi,i 
,,~ 1& ,,~ 1& 

I. Pi ,I - Pi -1,1 1& Pi ,I - Pi ,I -1 - 0 
- " "6 1& - "6 1& - (5.2.23) 

which simplifies into the standard five-point difference formula for the Laplacian, 

Pi+l,1 + Pi,/+! + Pi-l,1 + Pi,l-l - 4Pi,I = o. (5.2.24) 

6.8. Modified Conjugate Gradient Method. To solve our system of equations for the unke 

nown pressures obtained in section 5.2, two versions of the conjugate gradient method are used. 

The first algorithm, presented by Concus et al (1976), applies a preconditioned conjugate gra--

dient method to the system 

AZ' = 6. (5.3.1) 

Our second algorithm finds a least squares solution to (5.3.1) and is given by Hestenes (1980). 

Our matrix A does not satisfy all the conditions in the analysis of convergence of our first con-

jugate gradient algorithm and the norm of our residual 

(5.3.2) 

sometimes does not become small enough where? is the k t. approximate to ? after iterating 

the conjugate gradient method k times. This is resolved by using algorithm 2 to find a least 

squares solution. Algorithm 2 requires many more multiplications than algorithm 1. Algorithm 

1 works so often that it is much cheaper to use algorithm 1 with algorithm 2 as a backup than 

using algorithm 2 alone. 

For algorithm 1, let us consider the system of equations 
" 

AZ' =6" (5.3.3) 

where A is a n xn positive definite and symmetric matrix and Ii 18 a given vector. It is 

assumed that A can be written as 

M-N (5.3.4) 
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where M is positive-definite and symmetric and N is symmetric. It is also assumed that the 

system 

(5.3.5) 

can be easily solved. The rorm or the conjugate gradient method derived by Concus et al 

(1976) is given by 

(5.3.6) 

where 

(5.3.7) 

The symmetric and positive definite matrix M is called the preconditioner. The convergence or 

the algorithm depends on 

).max 
IC= -, - (5.3.8) 

"miD 

where ).mu and ).miD are the maximum and the minumum eigenvalues or the matrix 1 - M-1 N 

respectively. The closer IC is to unity, the better the convergence or (5.3.6). The eigenvalue 

problem 

(1 - M-1N)z =).z (5.3.9) 

can be rewritten as 

Az = M)':t. (5.3.10) 

The closer the matrix M is to A in (5.3.10), the closer that IC is to 1. For our purposes, M is 

chosen to be the discrete 5-point Laplacian matrix which is easily invertible. The solver ror the 

matrix M was obtained rrom the FISHPAK library (1980). Due to interpolation, our matrix A 

is not symmetric. Neumann boundary conditions are given on the top and bottom or our rec-

'. tangle and periodic boundary conditions are given on the sides, making our matrix A singular. 

Our pre conditioner M is the 5-point Laplacian matrix with boundary conditions the same as A , 

implying that it is also singular. The derivations or w" +1 and a" can be round in Concus et al 

(1976). 
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Algorithm 1 is given in a convenient (orm (or computational purposes below. 

Let Zo and 1-1 be given. For Ie = 0,1, ... 

1) Solve 

(5.3.11) 

2) Compute 

(5.3.12) 

where 

(or Ie >1 (5.3.13) 

and 

60 = 0, (or Ie =0. (5.3.15) 

3) Compute 

(5.3.16) 

where 

(5.3.17) 

In the computation o( ai and 6" , one need not compute M 16 since it can be saved (rom step 

1. 

Our second algorithm finds a least squares solution to 

Az =6: (5.3.18) 

Our matrix meets the criteria (or the convergence o( this algorithm. This algorithm, obtained 

(rom Hestenes (1980), is given below. 

Let ZI be given. 71 = r - AZ1l 71 = A' M-2 711 11 = 71' For Ie = 1,2, ... 

1) Compute 



2) Compute 

3) Compute 

bit = h +1' lit +1 

Cit 

This algorithm terminates when the residual i) is small enough. 
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(5.3.19) 

(5.3.20) 

(5.3.21) 

6.4. Surface Tension and Curvature. Surface tension is added to our model by imposing a 

jump in the pressure on the interface. Suppose that (%0, '0) is a point on the interface. This 

jump is given by 

(5.4.1) 

where p" (% 0, , 0) and p, (% 0, , 0) are the pressures associated with the fluid on the top and bot--

tom respectively, T is the surface tension (given) and R. , is the radius of curvature at the 
. 0, 0 

point (%0, '0)' Our method is designed so that if an interface passes through a cell then we 

solve for the pressure at some prescribed point on this interface. The equation involving this 

pressure is obtained by taking the line integral of it· it around the boundary of the cell 

discretely, where it = (u,v) is the velocity field and n is the outward normal. For each cell 

containing an interface the unknown pressure in that cell is involved in computing the velocities 

of the top fluid and the bottom fluid. Whenever we are computing the velocity of the bottom 

fluid, instead of using Pi.i as the pressure on the interface for the bottom fluid we use 

Pi.i + R ~ . ' where Ri.i is the estimated radius curvature on the interface in cell. (i , j). In 
•• J 

computing the velocity for the fluid on the top we use Pi.i' This appears to treat the black and 

white fluids differently . We now show that this is false and the fluids are. treated symmetrically. 

We use two grid functions p and q. p represents the grid function we solve for when treating 

the jump in the way above. q represents the grid function we solve for when considering qj.i 
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on the interface 88 the pressure for the black fluid and qi.j - R~' 88 the pressure on the inter--
I.J 

face for the white fluid. We show that the problem resulting from each of these formulations of 

the jump can be expressed 88 a linear equation where the side of the equation containing the 

unknown pressures are decomposed into two linear expressions, one pertaining to the black pres-

sure and one pertaining to the white pressure. We then compare the solutions of the two equa-

tions and show that the pressure used for the black fluid in each of the formulations of the 

jump are equal and similarly for the white fluid. We proceed 88 follows. 

For each cell (i ,j ), we discretize 

f v'rtde = 0 
6e· . 

1./ 

(5.4.2) 

to obtain an equation relating the pressure in cell (i ,j) to the pressure in the neighboring cells. 

The term on the left hand side of (5.4.2), 

I iI'fide 
Ie· . I.J 

(5.4.3) 

is decomposed into a part pertaining to the white fluid and a part pertaining to the black fluid, 

I v'rUe = I v'nde + I v·nth. 
lei./ lei.j •• Ie lei.j w.cll 

(5.4.4) 

.For our first formulation of the jump, when we discretize 

f iI'nde 
lei.j·We 

(5.4.5) 

in each cell (i ,n, we obtain a linear expression A. p; similarly, when we discretize 

I v'nth 
lei.jlll.1I 

(5.4.6) 

in each cell (i ,j) we obtain A, (p + 1'), where T consists of components Ti.i given by 

T.' • = {T/ Rj.j if (i.i ~ containe an inter I ace 
I .J 0 otlacnoue 

(5.4.7) 

Equation (5.4.2) is then written in the form 

(5.4.8) 

where Ii comes from boundary terms. p and p + T give the pressure for the white and black 
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fluids respectively. 

We can similarly consider the jump in the direction of the white fluid. In the same way 

as above we have 

A. (q - '1) + A" q = r (5.4.9) 

q + 'I and q give the pressures Cor the white and black fluids respectively. We will show that 

the pressures, p, used for the white fluid in (5.4.8), is equal to the pressures, q - 'I, used for the 

white fluid in (5.4.9). A similar relationship is shown Cor the black fluids. (5.4.8) can be rewrit-

ten as 

A.((if +'1) -'1) + A,,(jf +'1) . r 
If we compare (5.4.9) and (5.4.10), we find 

q=if+r 

(5.4.10) 

(5.4.11) 

Therefore the pressures used in the white fluid tor the first Cormulation, p, are equal to the 

pressures used in the white fluid for the second formulation, q - r. For the black fluid p + r in 

the first Cormulation is obviously equal to q in the second Cormulation of the jump. 

The curvature is computed using a method due to Chorm (1985). This method is 

d~igned Cor interfaces represented by volume fractions. Consider a cell (.',1') with a volume 

fraction 0 < li,j < 1 and suppose we desire to estimate its curvature. The method considers the 

volume fractions of cell (i ,1' ) and some of its neighbors. The main idea is to find a circle whose 

intersection with these cells cuts out the same volume fractions as those of cell (i ,1') and its 

neighbors. This circle is identified with the osculating circle and its radius is taken to be the 

radius of curvature of the interface in cell (i , 1'). The curvature is the inverse of the radius of 

curvature. 
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CHAPTER 6 

NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE LINEARIZED THEORY 

In this chapter, numerical results are compared with the predictions of the linearized 

theory. In the linearized theory presented in chapter 4, it is shown that an interface 

represented by a wave with wavenumber n and small amplitude ti, in a Hele-Shaw cell, evolves 

alter a short time.o.t into a wave with the same wavenumber but with an amplitude given by 

u irA'. A formula for tT, the rate of growth, is explicitly given. In section 6.1, a method for 

approximating the tT associated with the numerical method is presented. A cosine wave of small 

amplitude ti, representing an interface in the middle of the numerical grid, is converted to its 

corresponding volume fraction representation. The volume fractions are interpreted as a piece

wise constant function on· the grid for which we can compute the Fourier coefficients. The 

Fourier coefficient of the term with the same wavenumber as our original interface is computed. 

This represents an approximation to the amplitude E of the original interface. The volume frac

tions representing the interface are then updated using the numerical method. The new volume 

Cractions correspond to a piecewise constant Cunction Cor which we can also compute the Fourier 

coefficents. Again, the Fourier coefficient of the term with the same wavenumber as our origi

nal interface is computed. This represents an approximation to the amplitUde fit IrAt of the 

updated interface. By comparing the Fourier coefficients associated with the original set of 

volumes fractions and the new set of volume fractions, the numerical tT is estimated. In sections 

6.2 and 6.3, the numerical results are presented and compared with the results predicted by the 

linearized theory Cor zero and non-zero surface tension respectively. We present comparisons of 

the numerical tT versus the tT predicted by the linearized theory. Our numerical tT is shown to 

be in excellent agreement with the tT predicted by the linearized theory. 

8.1. Numerical Rate of Growth. In chapter 4, it is shown that when the Hele-Shaw 
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equations are satisfied on both sides of an interface of the form 

i.s s + i., " 
Z = EC 

it then evolves over a short time at into an interface of the form 

11111 i.s s + i., " 
Z = EC C , 

e 

assuming that E C 11111 is small enough. The rate of growth u is given by 

(1'= 
(J.'w - 1'6 )Wn - rkn 3 

J.'w + 1'6 
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(6.1.1) 

(6.1.2) 

(6.1.3) 

ns , n, are the wave numbers in the z-z, Z-1I planes respectively, E is a small parameter, J.'fJ1 

and 1'6 are the viscosities of the white and black respectively, r is the surface tension 

coefficient, (0,0, W) is the velocity far ahead and far behind the interface, k = ~: and 

n = (ns 2 + n" 2'f. It is not totally resolved what the value of n, should be (see McLean & 

Saffman (1981); Park et at (1984». For convenience, we choose n, to be zero. Under the 

assumptions of (6.1.1) and (6.1.2) above, an interface of the form 

z = Ee08 (nz) 

then it evolves into an interface" of the form 

z = EC II111 e08 (nz) 

where u is again given by (6.1.3). 

(6.1.4) 

(6.1.5) 

Our interface is evolved in a rectangular box in the z -z plane. The four corners of the 

rectangular box lie at (0,0), (1,0), (O,e ), and (l,e ) where e is positive real number. Black fluid 

flows into the box from behind the interface at a constant velocity (0, W) across the line seg-

ment between the points (0,0) and (1,0). White fluid flows out of the box in front of the inter-

face at a constant velocity (0, W) across the line segment between the points (O,e ) and (l,e ). 

All functions defined on the box are periodic in the horizontal direction with period equal to 1 

(see figure 1.1). The interface (6.1.4) lying in the middle of our rectangle is given by 

e 
Z = Ee08 (nz) + "2' (6.1.6) 

For convenience we choose n to be of the form n 0211" for some integer no. A numerical grid is 
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superposed over this rectangle with cells of dimension Ia xla. There are m cells across horizon-

tally and I cells vertically such that m·1a = 1 and _1_ = C where m and I are integers. I is 
m 

assumed to be an odd for convenience. The interface given by (6.1.1) lies in the center of the 

grid in the i 0 row of cells where i 0 = ~ + 1. This is accomplished by choosing E small 

enough. To transform the interface represented by a curve into one represented by volume 

fractions, the following is done. A cell (' .i) has volume fraction li.i =1 when it lies behind 

the interface (i.e., when i < i 0), volume fraction li.i =0 when it lies in front of the interface 

(i.e., when i > i 0), and volume fraction 0< li.i <1 when the interface passes through the cell 

(i.e., when i = i 0)' For cells ( • .i 0) where i = 1, ... ,m , the amount of black fluid in area lying 

in each cell is 

il 

4;.1
0

= I (Eco,(nz)+ ; -(jo-l)la)dz 
(i-l)l 

The fraction of black fluid in each cell, Iiia' • = 1, ... ,m is given by 

aiiO 
liio = AT 

(6.1.7) 

(6.1.8) 

Each cell in the i 0 row is then assumed to contain a horizontal interface with height 

Iii ola. The interface is viewed globally as a piecewise constant function given by 

I (z ) = Iii ola + (j 0 - 1)1& (6.1.9) 

Our numerical method is applied to the interface represented by the volume fractions above. 

This gives a new interface represented by a new set of volume fractions. The time step ~t is 

small enough so that the new interface remains inside the i 0 row of cells. The new set of 

volume fractions, li.i, correspond also to a piecewise constant function, I (z), given by 

for ('-I)1a ~z ~ila. (6.1.10) 

The Fourier series representation of a function 9 is given by the formula 

ao 00 

T + E (a", coa (2m 1rz) + bIll B'n (2m 1rz)) 
",-1 

(6.1.11) 



where 

1 

am = 2f 9 (% )eo" (2m 1rZ )dz 
o 

1 

6". = 2f 9 (z )"in (2m 1r% )dz. 
o 
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(6.1.12) 

We approximate the rate of growth of the cosine wave with wavenumber n by the rate of 

growth of the corresponding Fourier component of I (z) with wavenumber n. The correspond-

ing Fourier component of I (z) with wavelength n is given by 

a"oco" (n021r%) (6.1.13) 

where n a = 2:' The Fourier component of T (% ) with wavelength n is given by 

(6.1.14) 

which represents the result of applying the numerical method to (6.1.13). The numerical rate of 

growth (j satisfies 

where 

or 

. a"oc:*+A')co, (n%) - a"oc: a' CO" (nz) 
~= hm . 

A,-a (~t )a"oC: CJ
' co, (n%) 

a c:D(A') - a 
_ "0 "0 
~~-~~---

(~t )a"o ' 

(6.1.15) 

(6.1.16) 

(6.1.17) 

for ~t small. From (6.1.15) a"o equals 4"0' Our numerical rate of growth for a cosine wave 

with wavenumber n is then approximated by 

4"0 - a"o 
(~t )a"o . 

(6.1.18) 

8.2. Numerical Results for Zero Surface Tension. In this section, the surface tension 

coefficient is taken to be zero. The interlace on our numerical grid is represented by a wave 

given by the equation 



C 
Z = Eco6(nz) + '2' 
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(6.2.1) 

The wave is evolved for a short time at = .00001 on our grid and the numerical rate of 

growth is approximated by (6.1.20). Results are shown for wavenumbers (n =211",411", ... , 1811"). 

The amplitude, E, of the wave given in (6.2.1) is .00001. Results are given for grid sizes 2Ox20, 

4Ox40, 6Ox60, and 8Ox80. These results are presented in table 6.2.1 for the case when 1'6 =1 

and 1'. =4. They are presented in table 6.2.2 for the case when 1'6 =1 and 1'", =16. In the 

two cases above, the linearized theory predicts growth in the amplitude of the wave. Table 

6.2.3 presents results for the cue when 1'6 =-4 and 1'. ==1 and table 6.2.4 presents results for 

the case when 1'" =16 and 1'" ==1. In these two cases the linearized theory predicts decay in 

the amplitude of the wave. In all four tables mentioned above there is excellent agreement 

between the numerical results and the linearized theory. In figure 6.2.1, we show a plot of f7 , 

1'. 
the rate of growth, versus -- where 1'" == 1 and 1'. ~ 1. Our wavenumber n is 211" and the 

1'6 

computations are done on a 4Ox40 grid. In figure 6.2.2, we show a plot of f7 versus ~ where 
1'. 

1'. == 1 and 1'6 ~ 1. Our wavenumber is 21f and the computations are done on a 4Ox40 grid. In 

figures 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, the f7 from the linearized theory is represented by the solid curve and 

the numerical approximations for f7 is represented by the circles. Again, there is excellent 

agreement between the numerical results and the linearized theory. 

In solving our system of equations 

Ai" == r, (6.2.2) 

we require that 

I r - Ai" I 00 < .0001 (6.2.3) 

where I I 00 denotes the maximum norm and i" is the vector of grid function values for the 

pressure. Only the first version of the modified conjugate gradient algorithm is ever needed. 

About 13 iterations are required to satisfy (6.2.3) when 1'. = 4 and 1'6 == 1. The number of 

iterations increase as the viscosity ratio increases. 
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8.3. Numerical Results For Nonzero Surface Tension. In this section, we include the 

effects of surface tension. Again, the interface on our grid is represented by the wave given by 

the equation (6.2.1). The wave is evolved for a short time ~t = .0001 and the numerical rate 

of growth is approximated. Table 6.3.1 presents a comparison of the numerical (T with that 

predicted by the linearized theory for a surface tension coefficient of 10. The viscosity in the 

white fluid is 4 and the viscosity in the black fluid is 1. Results are given for grids of size 

2Ox20, 4Ox40, 6Ox60 and 8Ox80. The amplitude of the wave is .005. Using the same parame-

ters, results are given in table 6.3.2 for a surface tension coefficient of 3. In figure 6.3.1, we 

show a plot of (T versus ~ where JIb = 1 and JI. > 1. The surface tension coefficient is 3. 
JIb -

Our wavenumber, n, is 2", and the computations are done on a 4Ox40 grid. The amplitude E is 

taken to be .005. In figure 6.3.2, we show a plot of (T versus surface tension for a 2",-wave. 

JI. = 1.3 and JIb = 1.0. The time step A.t is .0001, the amplitude E is taken to be .005 and 

computations are done on a 4Ox40 grid. 

In solving the system 

(6.3.1) 

again we require that 

I r - Az I 00 < .0001 (6.3.2) 

where I I 00 denotes the maximum norm. Only the first part of the modified conjugate gra-

dient method is needed and on the average about 23 iterations are required to satisfy (6.3.2). 

In this section, a larger amplitude is chosen than in section 6.2 due to the curvature algo-

rithm. The curvature algorithm attempts to find the radius r of the osculating circle. The 

algorithm only considers circles with radii, in absolute value, less than some prescribed radius 

ro>O. For cells with radius of curvature, in absolute value, greater than ro, the value of zero 

is given for the curvature. Our ro is chosen to be 1000. Our numerical method cannot expect 

to do well for waves with curvature less than~. By choosing a larger amplitude, the region 
1000 
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where the curvature is less than 1;00 becomes smaller. 



CHAPTER 7 

NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR 

FINITE AMPLITUDE PERTURBATIONS 
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In this chapter, we apply the numerical method to interfaces of finite amplitude. Our 

interface is initially represented by a horizontal line with a small extrusion in the middle third. 

This interface is converted to its corresponding volume fraction representation. The numerical 

method is applied to the interface and an updated set of volume fractions is obtained. The 

interface is evolved by successively applying the numerical method to the updated set of 

volume fractions. Results are presented for several values of the surface tension coefficient. 

Our interface is evolved in a rectangular box in the % -z plane. The four comers of the 

rectangular box lie at (0,0), (1,0), (O,e: ), and (1,e: ) where e: is positive real number. Black Buid 

Bows into the box from behind the interface at a constant velocity (0, W) across the line seg-

ment between the points (0,0) and (1,0). White fluid flows out of the box in front of the inter

face at a c6nstant velocity (0, W) across the line segment between the points (O,e ) and (l,e ). 

All functions defined on the box are periodic in the horizontal direction with period 1. 

A numerical grid is superposed over this rectangle with cells of dimension h xh. There 

are m cells across horizontally and 1 cells vertically such that m . h = 1 and _I = e where m 
m 

and I are integers. Our interface is initially located in the j 0 cell where j 0 = ~ + 1 and is 

given by the formula 

{

UO - l)h + (.OOl)h 

z = f (%) = Uo-1)h + (.002)h 

Uo - l)h + (.OO1)h 

0:::;% <1/3 
1/3:::;% <2/3 
2/3:::;% :::;1 

(7.1) 

(7.1) represents a horizontal line with an extrusion in the middle third. To transform the inter-
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face represented by (7.1) into its corresponding volume fraction representation, the following is 

done. A cell (i,j) has volume fraction f i.f =1 when it lies behind the interface (i.e., when 

j < j 0)' volume fraction f i.f =0 when it lies in front of the interface (i.e., when j > j 0), and 

volume fraction 0< f i.f < 1 when the interface passes through the cell (i.e., when j = j 0)' 

For cells (i ,j 0) where i = 1, ... ,m , the amount of black fluid in area lying in each cell is 

iA 

4i.fo = J (J(z)-Uo-l)h)dz. 
(i-1)A 

The fraction of black fluid in each cell, fifo' i = 1, ... ,m is given by 

(1.2) 

(7.3) 

The interrace given by the volume fractions above is evolved in figure 7.1 for the case of a 

surface tension coefficient of 3 with JltII = 4 and JIb = 1. The computations are done on a 

3Ox60 grid where m = 30 and I = 60. The interface is evolved over a period of time t =2.75 

seconds (169 time steps). In figure 7.2, we evolve the interface with the same viscosities and 

grid size as above but with a surface tension of 7. The interface is evolved over a period of 

time t = 20.06 seconds (820 time steps). The figures in 7.1 and 7.2 are obtained by shading in 

each cell (i , j) where f i.f = 1. To reduce the effects of the horizontal boundaries, after each 

time step the interface is translated back to the middle or the grid. 

Our numerical method ror advecting the flow satisfies a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condi-

tion that 

At < 1 
h - 1 u 1 

where 1 U 1 is the maximum speed or the flow and At is the time step. We choose 

as our time step. 

In solving our system of equations 

h 
At = 21 u 1 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 
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Ax=b, (7.6) 

we require that 

I r - Ax I 00 < .0001 (7.7) 

where I I 00 denotes the maximum norm and :i is the vector of grid function values for the 

pressure. In the first conjugate gradient method, (7.7) sometimes does not become small 

enough. After 100 iterations of the first algorithm, we use the second algorithm. 

In discretizing the weak formulation of the continuity equation to find the velocity field, a 

local reconstruction of the interface in each cell is required. This requires examining the volume 

fractions in the cell and its neighbors and determining the interface for that situation. Our 

numerical experiments seem to indicate that as the surface tension becomes smaller, the inter-

face becomes less smooth and the chances of encountering a situation not covered increases. 

This can be resolved by using a finer grid. In the evolution of the interface above for a surface 

tension of 7, all cases encountered are covered. In the evolution of the interface above with a 

surface tension of 3, there is one situation where the interface in a cell is not able to be recon-

structed from our possible cases. We handle this in the following way. When this happens we 

look Cor cells (i ,j ) that are partially Cull with none oC its neighbors full, i.e., the eight cells 

sharing a side or a corner with cell (i ,i). We assign the amount of black fluid in cell (i , j) to 

the neighboring cell whose volume fraction is the largest. When the amount added to the 

neighboring cell makes neighboring cell's volume fraction greater than one, then the volume 

fraction of the neighbor is forced to be one and cell (i ,j) gets the residual. 

Our results are similar to experimental results observed in the laboratory (see Saffman & 

Taylor (1958); Chuoke et al (1958)) and to other numerical results (see Meng & Thomson 

(1978); Tryggvason & Aref (1983, 1985); Degregoria & Schwartz (1985, 1986)). The fingers 

which we observe are rounded at the ends with thin necks. Surface tension tends to fatten the 

fingers. At low surface tensions, the interface is also less smooth. We also noticed finger split

ting at low surface tensions which is observed by Tryggvason & Aref and Degregoria & 

Schwartz. This will be presented in our future work. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a numerical method for evolving an interface between two immisible 

fluids in a Hele-Shaw cell. 

We represent our interface as a cosine wave of small amplitude for various wavenumbers. 

Our numerical method is applied to these waves for a wide range of viscosities and surface ten

sions. Excellent agreement is found between our numerical rates of growth and the rates of 

growth as predicted by the linearized theory. We are not aware of such agreement with the 

linearized theory by any other method. The linearized theory acts as a test problem for the 

numerical method. By solving this problem with some accuracy, one might expect acceptable 

results for finite amplitude waves. 

For long runs, our numerical method is applied iteratively. The initial interface that we 

apply our method to is a horizontal interface with an extrusion in the middle third. Viscosities 

and surface tension are chosen such that there are unstable modes predicted by the linearized 

theory. The interfaces grow into long fingers similar to those observed in physical and numeri

cal experiments. The finger for the higher surface tension is wider than the finger for the lower 

surface tension as expected. 

In discretizing the weak formulation of the continuity equation to find the velocity field, a 

local reconstruction of the interface in each cell is required. This is done by examining the 

volume fractions in the cell and its neighbors and determining the interface for that 

configuration. Our numerical experiments seem to indicate that as the surface tension 

decreases, the interlace becomes less smooth and the chances of encountering a configuration 

not covered increases. This can be resolved by using finer grid. 
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Corners, fingertips, horizontal and vertical interfaces are our most commonly used inter

faces in discretizing the weak formulation of the continuity equation. They probably provide 

more accuracy in comparison with the other interfaces. The need for some of the other inter

faces could probably be eliminated by using a fine enough grid. 

The linearized theory only tested our horizontal interfaces. We expect similar results with 

vertical interfaces. The measuring of the growth rate is much more difficult when corners are 

involved. 

In this paper we are concerned mostly about obtaining an accurate model. We imple

mented surface tension by choosing essentially a ad hoe pressure jump conditic:>n. There is no 

consensus as to what the correct jump condition should be (see McLean & Saffman (1981); Park 

et al (1984); Saffman (1986)). 

Since we have a working model, there are many possibilities for future work. We might 

solve the Hele-Shaw equations with the gravity term included. In some of our long runs with 

small surface tension we noticed finger splitting (not shown here). This is also observed by 

Trygvvason & Aref (1983, 1985) and Degregoria & Schwartz (1985, 1986). Our model can be 

used to investigate steady state finger shapes proposed by McLean & Saffman (1981). We might 

also investigate convergence of our algorithm. Another interesting question is whether the 

interface might be a fractal in the absence of surface tension . 
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APPENDIX 1 

In this appendix, we show how the weak formulation of the continuity equation, given by 

(4.2.4), is discretized in cell (i,j) for each configuration of neighboring volume fractions. In 

section A, we give the location of the local interface in cell (i,j) and the coordinates of the 

point where the pressure is to be evaluated in the cell for each set of volume fractions. In sec

tion B, we give the point where the interface crosses the sides of cell (i ,j) and in section 0, we 

give the discretization. 

A. Location of the grid function for the pressure. The pressure in our fluids will be solved 

for at certain locations determined by the orientation of the local interface. We reconstruct a 

local interface for each cell by volume Cractions and the pressure is solved Cor at an appropriate 

position on the interface. For the case of no interface in a cell, we solve Cor the pressure in the 

center of the cell. For our possible interfaces we include those which are horizontal, vertical, 

diagonals, fingers, fingertips and comers. For horizontal, vertical, diagonal and fingertip inter

faces we solve Cor the pressure at the middle oC the interface. For comers, the pressure is solved 

for at the comer of the rectangle lying in the cell. For fingers, the pressure is solved for on a 

line segment in the middle of the finger and is assumed constant on that segment. 

The following is a list of our considered cases of volume Cractions, the local interCaces they 

determine and the location of the point on our grid where we seek the value oC the pressure. 

I. (no interface). / i ,i =1 or / i ,i =0. The pressure Pi ,i is solved Cor in the center oC 

the cell, at the point (ih ,i/& ) (figure AI). 

II. (horizontal interCace). This occurs whenever 0< / i ,j <1, / i ,i-l=l, / i ,;+1=0 with 

neither / i -I,i =1,/ i +I,i =0 or / i -I,i =0,/ i +I,i =1. The interface is located at 

y =(j -.5)/& + / i,j h and the pressure Pi,j is solved Cor at the point (ih , (j -.5}h + / i ,j h ) at 

the center of the interface(figure A2). The Collowing cases cover this situation: 

a. 0</ i,i <1, / i,j_l=l, / i.i+l=O, 0</ i-l,i <lor 0</ i+1,i <1. 

.' 
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c. O<lu <1,1.,1_1=1, 1',Hl=O, 1.-1,1 <1,1.+1,1=0. 

By interchanging the roles of white and black fluids, one gets three additional cases with the 

interlace located at 11 =(i +.5)h - I i ,I h and the pressure solved for at the point 

(ih ,( i + .5)h - I. ,I h ) at the center of interlace. These remaining cases are as follows: 

d. 0<1.,; <1, 1',1+1=1, 1'';_1=0,0<, i-I'; <lor 0<, .+1,1 <1. 

e. 0<1.,; <1, '.';+1=1, ',';-1=0, 1.-l,i=O, ',+1,1 <1. 

m. (vertical interlace). This occurs whenever 0< I. ,I < I, 1.-1'; =1, ,. +1,1 =0 with nei

ther li,l-l=I'/',H1=O or 1.,/-1=0,'.,1+1=1. The interlace is located at 

z =( i -.5)h + I.,; h and the pressure P',j solved for at the point (( i -.5)" + I i ,I h , i") at 

the center of the interlace(figure A3). The following cases cover this situation: 

a. 0<1.,1 <1,1,-1,1=1,1.+1,1=0,0<1'.1-1<1 or 0<1',1+1<1. 

By interchanging the roles of white and black fluids, one gets three additional cases with the 

interlace located at z =( i +.5)h -, • ,I h and the pressure is solved for at the point 

(( i +.5)" -, ',j h, ih) at the center of the interface. These remaining cases are as follows: 

d. 0<'.,1 <1,1.+1,1=1,1,-1,1=0, O</i,;_I<1 orO<I',Hl<1. 

e. 0<'.,1 <1, '.+I,j=I, '.-I,i=O, '.,1-1=0, "'.1+1<1. 

f. 0<1.,1 <I, '.+1,j=I, '._I,j=O, 1'.1-1<1, '.,1+1=0. 
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N. (comer). There is a rectangle composed of black fluid located in a comer of the 

(i ,j) cell with white fluid in the remainder of the cell. Without loss of generality, let us study 

a black rectangle in the lower left hand comer of the (i ,j) cell (see figure A4). The cells 

(i -1,j), (i ,i -1), and (i ,j) are part full and (i ,i +1), (i +1,j) are both empty. The sides of 

this rectangle have horizontal and vertical dimensions a and 6 respectively. The parameters a 

and 6 are found by solving the following equations, 

and 

a6 =1· . h 2 
•• J 

a 1 i.i-1 
6 1 i-1,i 

H this equation leads to 6 > h then we set 6 =h and a = 1 i .i h. Alternatively, if a > h then 

a =h and 6 = 1 • .; h. The following cases refer to comers of black fluid: 

gle of black fluid located in the lower left hand comer of the (i ,i) cell and Pi.i is 

solved for at. the comer of the rectangle lying inside the cell, i.e., at 

(( i -.5)h +4 , (j -.5)h +6 ) (figure A 4). 

b. O<I •• i <1, 0<1.-1.i <1, O<I •. i+l<l, 1.+1.i=O' /.';-1=0. There is a rectan-

gle of black fluid located in the upper left hand comer of the (i ,i) cell and Pi.j is 

solved for at the comer of the rectangle lying inside the cell, i.e., at 

(( i -.5)h +4 , (j +.5)h -6 ). 

c. 0<1 • .; <1, 0<1.+1.i <1, 0<1 •. i+1<1, 1.-1.i=0, 1 •. i-1=0. There is a rectan-

gle of black fluid located in the upper right hand comer of the (i ,i) cell and P. ,j is 

solved for at the comer of the rectangle lying inside the cell, i.e., at 

((i +.5)h -a , (j +.5)h -6 ). 

d. 0<1 • .; <1, 0</.+1'; <1, O<I'.i_l<l, 1.-1.i=0, 1',i+1=0. There is a rectan-
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gle of black fluid located in the lower right hand comer of the (i ,j) cell and Pi ,1' is 

located at the comer of the rectangle lying inside the cell, i.e., at 

((i +.5)h -4, U -.5)h +6 ). 

There are four corresponding cases for comers of white fluid which can be obtained by inter

changing the role of black and white: 

e .. O</i,j <1, O</i-l,j <1, O</i,j_l<l, li,i+l=l, li+1,j=1. There is a rectangle 

of white fluid located in the lower left hand comer of the (i ,j) cell and Pi ,1' is 

solved for at the comer of the rectangle lying inside the cell, i.e., at 

(( i -.5)h + 4 ,U -.5)h +6 ). 

f. 0< 1 i ,1' < 1, 0< 1 i -1,1' < 1, 0< 1 i,j +1 < 1, 1 i +1,j =1, 1 i,j _1=1. There is a rectangle 

of white fluid located in the upper left hand comer of the (i ,j) cell and Pi ,1' is 

solved for at the comer of the rectangle lying inside the cell, i.e., at 

((i -.5)h +4 ,U +.5)h -6 ). 

g. 0<1 i,j <1, 0<1 i+l,j <1,0<1 i,i+l <1, 1 i-l,j =1, 1 i ,1'_1=1. There is a rectangle 

of white fluid located in the upper right hand comer of the (i ,j) cell and Pi ,1' is 

solved for at the comer of the rectangle lying inside the cell, i.e., at 

((i +.5)h -4 ,U +.5)h -6 ). 

h. O</i,j <1, O</i+l,j <1, O</i.i-l<l, li-l,j=l, li,i+l=1. There is a rectangle 

of white fluid located in the lower right hand comer of the (i ,j) cell and Pi ,1' is 

solved for at the comer of the rectangle lying inside the cell, i.e., at 

(( i +.5)h -4 ,U -.5)h +6 ). 

V. (diagonal). The next four cases are called diagonal interfaces. The interface is com

posed of two line segments. The two line segments imminate from two diagonal comers of the 

cell and meet at a point on the diagonal through the other two comers which would 
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appropriately cut out the correct area 1 i ,j' There are four related cases as follows: 

a. 0< 1 i,j <1, 1 i-1,j =1, 1 i,j-1=1, 1 i+1,j =0, 1 i,j+1=0. The diagonal interface is 

located in the lower left hand comer of the (i ,j) cell. Two line segments form our 

interface, imminating from the comers (( i +.5)h ,(j -.5)h) and « i -.5)h ,(j +.5)h ). 

They intersect on the diagonal through the other two comers, « i -.5)h ,(i -.5)h ) and 

« i +.5)h ,(j +.5)h). This point is also where our pressure is solved, at 

« i -.5)h + 1 i ,j h ,(j -.5)h + 1 i ,j h ) (figure A 5). 

b.. O</i,j <1, li-1,j=I, li,H1=I, li+1,j=0, li,i-1=0. The diagonal interCace is 

located in the upper left hand comer of the (i ,j) cell. Two line segments Corm our 

interface, imminating Crom the comers (( i -.5)h ,(j -.5)h) and « i +.5)h ,(i +.5)h ). 

They intersect on the diagonal through the other two comers, « i -.5)h ,(j +.5)h ) 

and «i +.5)h ,(j -.5)h). This point is also where our pressure is solved, at 

«i -.5)h + 1 i,j h ,(j +.5)h -I i,j h). 

c. O<I.,j <1, li+l,j=l, li,Hl=l, li-l,j=O, li,j-1=0. The diagonal interface is 

located in the upper right hand comer of the (i ,j) cell. Two line segments form our 

interface, imminating from. the comers « i -.5)h ,ei +.5)h) and «(i +.5)h ,(i -.5)h ). 

They intersect on the diagonal through the other two comers, «(i -.5)h ,(i -.5)h ) and 

« i +.5)h ,(j +.5)h ). This point is also where our pressure is solved, at 

«i+.5)h-I.,jh ,(j+.5)h-/i,ih). 

d. O</i,j <1, li+1,i=I, li,i-l=l, li-l,j=O, li,j+1=O. The diagonal interface is 

located in the lower right hand comer of the (i , j) cell. Two line segments form our 

interface, imminating Crom the comers « i -.5)h ,ei -.5)h ) and « i +.5)h ,(j +.5)h ). 

They intersect on the diagonal through the other two comers, «i -.5)h ,(j +.5)h) 

and « i +.5)h ,(j -.5)h). This point is also where our pressure is solved, at 

«i +.5)h -I.,i h ,(j -.5)h + 1 i,i h). 
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VI. (finger). For the black vertical finger, the black fluid in cell (i ,j) is assumed to be a 

thin finger lying in the center of the cell between two interfaces at x =ih - Ii ,j h /2 and 

x =ih + I i,i h /2. We assume that the pressure is constant along the line segment connected by 

the points (ih - Ii ,j h /2, jh) and (ih + I i ,j h /2, jh). The pressures will be solved at the end

points (ih - Ii ,j h /2, jh) and (ih + Ii ,j h /2, jh) and at the center of the segment, (ih ,jh ). 

The point chosen is the point which minimizes interpolation. There is a related case for the 

black vertical finger which can be obtained by interchanging the roles of black and white above. 

The two respective cases are as follows: 

a. 0<1 i ,j <1, I i-I,i =1, I i+1,i =1, I i,i-I <1, I i,i+1 <1 (figure A 6). 

b. O</i,i<I, li-l,i=O, li+I,j=O, li,j_I>O, li,j+I>O. The pressures are solved 

for at (ih -(1-1 i,j)h, jh), (ih -(1-1 i,j)h , jh) and (ih ,jh). 

Two cases are obtained by considering the horizontal fingers and are given as follows: 

c. O</i,i <1, li,i-I=I, li,i+I=I, li-I,i <1, 1i+I,j <1. The pressures are solved 

for at (iI., jh -I i ,j h ), (ila , jla + 1 i ,i Ia ) and (ih ,ih ). 

d. O</i.i <1, li,i-I=O, li,j+I=O' li-I,i >0, li+I,j >0. The pressures are solved 

for at (ila , jla -(I-Ii ,j )Ia ), (ih , jla -(1-1 i,i )Ia ) and (ih ,ih ). 

vn. (fingertip). This occurs in a cell which is partially full surrounded on three sides by 

black fluid and on the fourth side by a cell not totally black. The four related cases are as fol

lows: 

a. O</i,j <1, li,j-I=I, li,i+I<I, li-l,j=l, li+1,j=1. The pressure is solved for 

at (iI., (j -.5}h + I i ,j I. ) (figure A 7) 

b. O</i,j <1, li,j-I=I, li,;+I=I, li-l,i <1, li+l,j=1. The pressure is solved for 

at «i+.5)h-/i,ih, jh). 
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c. O</i,j <1, li,i-l=l, li,j+1=I, li-l,j=l, li+l,j <1. The pressure is solved for 

at ((i -.5)h + 1 i ,j h , jh). 

d. O</i,j <1, li,j-l<l, li,;+I=I, li-l,j=l, li+1,j=1. The pressure is solved for 

at(ih, (j +.5)h -I i,j h). 

There are four related cases involving white fingers which can be obtained by interchanging the 

roles of white and black: 

e. O</i,j <1, li,j-l=O, li,j+l>O, li-l,i=O, 1;+1,i=0. The pressure is solved for 

at (ih, (j -.5)h + 1 i,j h). 

f. O</i,j <1, li,i-1=O, /;,;+1=0, /i-l,j >0, /i+l,j=O. The pressure is solved for 

at «i +.5)h -/;.i h , jh). 

g. O</i,j <1, li,j-l=O, /;,;+1=0, li-l,j=O, /i+l,j >0. The pressure is solved for 

at(i -.5)h + /; ,j h , jh). 

h. O</;,j <1, /;,j_l>O, /i,;+I=O, li-l,j=O, 1;+I,j=O. The pressure is solved for 

at (ih, (j +.5)h -/ i,j h). 

vm. (pseudo finger). The white pseudo finger is a white vertical finger which occurs if 

there is another white vertical finger below or above it. The pressures have the same location 

as the fingers in V. There are two similar cases: 

a. 0< /; ,j <1, 0< / •. ,j-l <1, / i+1,j-l=l, / i-l,j-l=l, / i ,j+1 <1 ( figure A 8) 

b. O</i,j <1, O</i,j+l<l, /i+l,j+1=I, /;-I,j+l=l, /i,j-l<1. 

There are two related cases obtained by interchanging the roles of white and black: 

c. O</i,j <1, O</i,j_l<l, /;+I,j_1=0, /;-I,j-1=0, 1;,j+l>O. 
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There are four additional cases obtained by considering the horizontal versions of the cases 

above: 

f. 0<1 i,j <I, 0<1 i+1,j <1,1 i-l,i-l=I, 1 i+l,i-l=l, 1 i-l,i <0. 

g. 0<1 i,i <I, 0<1 i-l,i <1,1 i-l,i+l=O, 1 i+l,i+1=O, 1 i+l,i >0. 

h. O</i;i <I, O</i+l,j <I, li-l,i-l=O, li+l,i-l=O, li-l,i >0. 

B. Location ot the interlace across the sides ot the cell. To evaluate the line 

integral of the velocity around a cell, the point where the interface crosses the sides must be 

known. In the previous section, for cell (i ,i), the location of the interface was approximated. 

We shall use the approximations from above to estimate the location of the interface across a 

side common to two adjacent cells. Without loss of generality we consider the side shared by 

cells (i,j) and (i +I,j). In most cases to find where the interface crosses the side we take the 

average value of the two local interfaces. Below we shall give cases highlighting the black fluid. 

For each case given below there is a case obtained by interchanging the roles of white and 

black. This is done by interchanging the roles ·of li,i and Ii +l,i with l-/i,i and I-Ii +1,i 

respectively. The possible situations are given below: 

I. Cell (i ,j) or (i +I,i) is full (J i,i =1 or 1 i+l,i =1). There is no interface crossing 

the side. 

ll. Cell (i ,i ) or (i + l,i) contain a black vertical finger or a black pseudo finger. There 

is no interface crossing the side, only white fluid crosses. 

m. Cells (i,i) and (i +I,i) both contain black horizontal fingers (may be pseudo). 

There is no interface crossing the side, only black fluid. 
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N. Cells (i ,j) and (i +1,j) both contain horizontal interfaces. There are two cases. 

a. Cells (i,j -1) and (i +1,j -1) are full. The location of the interface on the shared 

side is given by the average of the two local interfaces in (i ,j) and (i + 1,i), Le., 

(( i +.5)h , (j -.5)h +(1 i ,j + 1 i +l,j )h /2). 

b. Cells (i,i +1) and (i +1"; +1) are full. The location of the interface on the shared 

side is given by the average of the two local interfaces in (i ,j) and (i + 1,i), Le., 

« i +.5)h , (j +.5)h -(I i ,j + 1 i +l,j )h /2). 

V. Cell (i , j) contains a horizontal interface and cell (i + 1, j) is a black corner. There 

are two related cases. Case b comes from case a with the roles of top and bottom interchanged. 

a. The black rectangle is located in the lower left corner of cell (i +1,i) with vertical 

and horizontal dimensions 6 and a respectively and (i ,j -1) full. The location of 

the interface on the shared side is given by the average of the two local interfaces in 

(i,j) and (i +1,j), i.e., «i +.5)h, (j -.5)h +U i,j h +6)/2). 

b. The black rectangle is located in the upper left corner of cell (i +1;i) with vertical 

and horizontal dimensions 6 and a· respectively and (i , i + 1) full. The location of 

the interface on the shared side is given by the average of the two local interfaces in 

(i ,j) and (i + l,j), i.e., « i + .5)h , (j +.5)h -(I i ,j h + b )/2). 

VI. Cell (i +1,j) is a horizontal interface and cell (i,j) is a black corner. There are two 

cases which can be obtained by interchanging the roles of left and right in cases a and b from 

VI above. 

a. The black rectangle is located in the lower left corner of cell (i , j) with vertical 

and horizontal dimensions 6 and a respectively and (i +1,j -1) full. The location 

of the interface on the shared side is given by the average of the two local interfaces 

in (i,j) and (i +1,j), i.e., ((i +.5)h, (j -.5)h +U i+l,j h +6 )/2). 

b. The black rectangle is located in the upper left corner of cell (i ,j) with vertical 

and horizontal dimensions 6 and a respectively and (i +1,j +1) full. The location 
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of the interlace on the shared side is given by the average of the two local interfaces 

in (i ,i) and (i +l,i), i.e., «i +.5)h, (i +.5)h -(I i+1.i h +6 )/2). 

vn. Cell (i +1,i) is a white comer and cell (i ,i) is a black comer. There are two cases. 

Case b can be obtained by interchanging the roles of top and bottom in case a. 

a. The black rectangle is located in the lower left comer of cell (i ,i) with vertical 

and horizontal dimensions 6 and a respectively and a white rectangle is located in 

in the upper right comer of cell (i +l,i) with dimensions 61 and a 1 respectively. 

The location of the interlace on the shared side is given by the average of the two 

local interlaces in (i ,i) and (i +1,i), i.e., « i +.5)h , (i -.5)h +(h -6 1+6 )/2). 

b. The black rectangle is located in the upper left comer of cell (i ,i) with vertical 

and horizontal dimensions 6 and a respectively and a white rectangle is located in 

the lower right comer of cell (i +l,j) with dimensions bland a 1 respectively. The 

location of the interlace on the shared side is given by the average of the two local 

interfaces in (i ,i) and (i +l,j), i.e., «i +.5)h, (i +.5)h -(h -6 1+6 )/2). 

c. Evaluating the line integral of cell (i ,i). In this section, we will show how the equation 

f u·;tde = 0, 
Be· . I,J 

(01) 

is discretized, where 8Ci.i is the boundary of the (i ,i ) cell and ;t is the outward normal. Equa

tion (0 1) can be rewritten as, 

fu·;tde + fu·;tde + fu·;tde + fu·;tde = 0, (C2) 
RS TS LS BS 

where RS is the line segment on the right hand side on cell (i ,i), TS is the line segment on 

the top side on cell (i .i), LS is the line segment on the left hand side on cell (i ,j), and BS is 

the line segment on the bottom side on cell (i ,i). Without loss of generality, we will show how 

to discretize the first term in equation (0 2), i.e., we will show how to discretize the line integral 

along the side shared by cells (i ,j) and (i +l,i). 

The line integral over RS is divided into two parts, one pertaining to the black fluid and 

one pertaining to the white fluid, and is given by 
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JiI·ridB = J iI·ridB + J iI·ridB. (C3) 
RS RS (bIG<:' ) RS ( ",Aite ) 

On the right hand side of (C3), u·ri simplifies into It", 01' (( i ~:)h ,V) when (( i +.5)h ,V) lies 

in the white fluid and into Itb 01' (( i +.5)h ,1/) when (( i +.5)h ,1/) lies in the black fluid where ox 

It", = -~ and Itb = -~. The line integrals on the right hand side of (C3) are approx-
12~", 12~b 

imated by u·ri at some convenient point on the line times the length of the line. Interpolation 

is used in the cases when Pi ,; and Pi +1,; do not have the same 1/ -coordinates. Cases highlight-

ing the black fluid are given below with the remaining cases obtained by interchanging the roles 

of white and black. 

I. The cell (i ,i) is full (f i ,; =1). By section B, there is no interface crossing the side 

and only the first term on the right hand side of equation (C3) will be involved in the approxi

mations, i.e., h 1t6 01' (( i ;~5)h ,e) where e is some convenient point on the right side of cell 

(i ,i). 

a. The cell (i +1,i) is full (f i +1,; =1). The pressures in the two cells (i ,j) and (i +1,j) 

are both cell center-ed. These pressures have the same y -coordinates, therefore no interpolation 

is necessary and the approximation for our line integral is given by, 

JiI.rids ~ h 1t6 Pi+l,; - Pi,; 

RS h 
(C4) 

b. (i+l,j) contains a vertical interface with (i+2,j) empty. Pi,; and Pi+1,; have the 

same 1/ -coordinates, therefore no interpolation is necessary and we have the approximation 

J.~ ... ~ ...... h Pi+1,i - Pi,; 
~ . n as...... It 6 ...,-----:.:......,..-....:..:.,... 

RS (.5 + Ii +l,; ) 
(C5) 

c. (i +l,j) contains a horizontal interface with (i +l,j -1) full and (i +1,j +1) empty. In 

this case, to get an estimate of 01' ((i ;~5)h ,e) on RS, the pressure in cell (i ,j) should have 

the same y-coordinate as the pressure in cell (i +1,j). We interpolate linearly through the 
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pressures Pi ,j and Pi +1,j -1 to obtain a pressure, Pi ,j, in cell (i ,j) with the same 11 -coordinate 

as Pi +l,j' The distance between the locations of the Pi ,j and Pi +1,j -1 is ../2h. The distance 

between the locations of Pi ,j and Pi ,j is../2 1 f i +1,j h - .Sh I. The approximate grid function, 

Pi ,j , is then given by 

+../2h (Pi ,j - Pi +l,j -1) 
Pi ,j = Pi ,j ../2 1 f h Sh i+1,j - . 

(C6) 

The line integral is approximated by, 

fu.nds ~ h Itb Pi+1,j - Pi,j 
RS (.S + f i+1,j)h 

(C7) 

where (.s + f i + 1,j)h is the distance between Pi +1,j and Pi ,j . 

d. (i +1,;') contains a horizontal interface with (i +1,;' +1) full and (i +1,;' -1) empty. 

This becomes equivalent to the previous case upon interchanging the roles of top and bottom. 

Interpolation takes place between Pi +l,j +1 and Pi ,j" The new pressure, Pi,j , is given by 

Pi ,j' = Pi,j - ../2(f i +1,j h _ .5h ) (Pi +l'J~: Pi ,j' ) 

The line integral is approximated by, 

fV.ntIs ~ h Itb Pi+1,j - Pi,j' . 
RS (.S + f i+1,i)h 

(C8) 

(C9) 

e. (i +1,i) contains a white rectangle in the upper right comer of (i +1,i). The white 

rectangle has vertical and horizontal dimensions 6 and a respectively. The pressure, Pi+1,j, is 

located at (( i + l.S)h - a , U + .5)h - 6). Pi ,j' and Pi +1,j -1 are used to obtain the pressure 

Pi,i with the same lI-coordinate as Pi+1,i' Pi,j and Pi+1,j-1 are located at (ih,jh) and 

((i +1)h,(j -1)h). This new pressure, Pi,j is located at ((i -.S)h +6 , (j +.5)h -b). The dis-

tance between the points Pi ,j and Pi +1,j -1 is ../2h. The distance between Pi ,j and Pi ,j is 

../21 6 - .5h I. The new pressure, Pi oJ' , is given by, 

-po . = p . . _ ../2(6 _ .5h ) (Pi ,j - Pi +l,j -1) 
I,J I,J ../2h (ClO) 



The line integral is approximated by, 

Jft·iid8 
RS 

h 
Pi +1.j - Pi .j 

~ "6 (h - b + h - a) 

where (h - b + h - a) is the distance between Pi +1.1 and and Pi.j . 
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(011) 

f. (i +1,j) contains a white rectangle in the lower right corner of (i +1,.1). This 

becomes equivalent to the case above upon interchanging the roles top and bottom. For this 

case (i +1,j +1) is full and the interpolated pressure, Pi.j, is given by, 

- .. = .. (b _ 5h) (Pi +1,j +1 - Pi,j ) 
P •• 1 P •• l +. h . (012) 

The line integral is approximated by, 

J~ .... .1_ h Pi+l.j - Pi,j u·n_ ~ ~ . 
RS (h - b + h - a) 

(013) 

g. (i +1,j) contains a white vertical finger. The pressure Pi +1,j is located at 

«i + .5)h + .51 ;+I.i h , jh). Therefore no interpolation is required and the line integral can 

be approximated by, 

fu.nda ~ h "6 Pi+l.i - Pi,j . 
RS (.5h + .51 i+1.i h) 

(014) 

where .5h + .51 i +1.; h is the distance between the locations of Pi,j and Pi +1.i . 

h. (i +1,j) contains a white horizontal fingertip. For a white horizontal fingertip, there 

is only one possible case SInce (i ,j ) is full. The pressure 15 located at 

( i + .5)h + Ii +1.1 h , jh). The line integral can then be approximated by, 

f ~ .... d ,....., h Pi+l,j - Pi,j u·na,....., "6 . 
RS (.5h + I i+1.i h) 

(015) 

where .5h + Ii +1.; h is the distance between the locations of Pi.i and Pi +1.1 . 

1. (i +1,j) contains a white vertical fingertip. For white vertical fingertips, there are 

two possibilities. One possibility has the cell (i +1,j +1) full and the pressure Pi +1.1 located at 

«i+l)h, (j + .5)h -/i+l,jh). For this case, the pressures Pi.; and and Pi+l,j+1 are used to 
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estimate Pi ,j, the pressure in (i, j) with the same y -coordinate as PI+ l,j· Our pressure 

approximated by interpolation is located on the line through Pi ,j and Pi+l,j +1 at the point 

«i+.S)h-ll+l,jh, U+·S)h-li+1,ih). Pi,i is given by, 

- .. = .. _ (I. . h _ Sh) (Pl+l,j +1 - Pi ,j ) 
P. ,1 P. ,1 • +1,1· h . (CI6) 

The line integral can then be approximated by, 

fll.ndB ~ h "6 Pi+1,j - Pi,j . (CI7) 
RS (.Sh + 1 i+1,j h) 

There is a similar vertical fingertip obtained by a horizontal flip of the finger in (i +I,i). For 

this case (i +1,i -1) is full and the pressure Pi+l,j is located at «i +1)h, U - .S)h + 1 i+1,j h). 

The interpolated pressure Pi ,j is given by, 

- (I h 5h ) (Pi ,j - Pi +1,i -1) 
Pi,i = Pi,i + ; +1,1 -. h . (CI8) 

The line integral can then be approximated by, 

f ~ -.3 --- h P;+I,1 - Pi,l 
u ·naB....., "6 . 

RS (.Sh + Il+l,i h) 
(CI9) 

j. (i +1,j) contains a diagonal interface. There are two possibilities, the black fluid is 

located in the lower or upper left comers of the cell. For the diagonal located in the lower left 

comer, Pi +1,1 is located at « i +.5)h + 1 i +1,i h , U -.5)h + 1 i +1,i h). The pressures Pi ,j and 

P;+I,I-1I located at (ih ,ih) and «(i +1)h, U -1)h) respectively, are used to obtain a new pres-

sure , P; ,j , with the same y -coordinate as P; +1,j. The new pressure, Pi ,j , is given by 

- (I h - .5h ) (Pi ,j - hPi +1.i -1) . Pi ,j = Pi,i + i +1,j (C20) 

The line integral can then be approximated by, 

{fI·ndB ~ h "6 1';+1,j - Pi,i (C21) 
RS 2/;+I,jh . 

For the case of the black fluid located in the upper left corner, Pi +1,j IS located at 

«i+.5)h+li+1,jh,(j+.5)h-li+1,ih). The pressures Pi,j and Pi+l,j+lIlocated at (ih,ih) 

and « i + l)h , (j + l)h ) respectively, are used to obtain a new pressure , Pi ,j , with the same y-
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coordinate as Pi +I.i. The new pressure, Pi,i , is given by 

- .. = .. _ (I. . h _ 5h) (Pi +1,i +1 - Pi,i ) 
P • • J P • • J • +I.J· h . (023) 

The line integral can then be approximated by, 

fu·nds 
RS 

h 
Pi+1.J" - Pi,i 

~ It" . 
21 i+l,i h 

(024) 

II. The cell (i ,i) is a horizontal interface with (i ,i -1) full and (i ,i +1) empty. 

a. (i +I,i) is full. This is similar to Ie. Interpolation takes place between Pi,i -I and 

Pi +I.i· The new pressure, Pi +I.i , is given by 

Pi +1.1 = Pi +1.i + (f i ,i h _ .5h ) (Pi +I,i ~ Pi .i -I) . 

The line integral is approximated by, 

fu·nds 
RS 

(025) 

(026) 

b. (i +1,i) contains a horizontal interface with (i +I,j -1) full, (i +1,1 +1) empty and 

1 i,i less than Ii +1,i. For this case, both terms in (04) must be approximated since our inter-

face crosses the common side of cells (i ,i) and (i +I,j). The interface crosses the side between 

cells (i ,i) and (i +I,i) at the point « i + .5)h ,(j - .5)h + .5h (f i.i + 1 i +1.i H, i.e., the aver-

age of the two local interfaces. Let us first estimate the part of the line integral pertaining to 

the black fluid. Pi+I,i and Pi +1,i -I are used to obtain Pi +1,i, the pressure located at a point 

with the same 1I-coordinate as Pi,i in the black fluid. This point lies on the line between 

Pi+l,i and Pi+l.i-l at the point «i +1)h, (j-.5)h +1 i.i h). The interpolated pressure, Pi+1.i, 

is given by, 

(I h h) (Pi+l,i - Pi+l,i-tl 
Pi +1.i = Pi +1.i - i +1,i - 1 i.i (f i +1.i h + .5h) . (027) 

The line integral over the black fluid is given by, 
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f it ·rtd8 ~ .5h (/",J' + I ) Pi +1,j - Pi ,j i +I,j Itb h 
RS(bl"ck) 

(C28) 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the white fluid, Pi ,J' and Pi ,j +1 are used to obtain 

Pi ,j' the pressure located at a point with the same y -coordinate as Pi +I,j in the white fluid. 

This pressure is located on the line between the pressures Pi.i and Pi,j +1 at the point 

(ih , (j -.5)h + I i +1,i h). The interpolated pressure, Pi,i , is given by, 

( ) 
(Pi,HI-Pi,j) 

Pi ,j = Pi ,j + Ii +1,i h - Ii ,j h (-I i +1'; h + 1.5h ) . (C29) 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

f ~ -J_ ,....- 5h (2 I I ) Pi +1,i - Pi ,j 
u 'naa ....... - i.i - i +I,j Itfll 

RS (fIIMee ) h 
(C30) 

The complete line integral over RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in 

(C28) and (C30) and obtaining, 

p, +1,j - Pi ,j f 11 ·rtd8 ~ .5h (f i ,j + Ii +I,j )ltb h 
RS 

( ) 
Pi +I,j - Pi,i + .5h2 - Ii ,j - Ii +1,i It. h (C31) 

where Pi +I,j and Pi ,J' are given by (C27) and (C29) respectively. 

c. (i+l,j) contains a horizontal interface with (i+l,j-l) full, (i+l,j+l) empty and 

Ii +1oi less than Ii ,j' Again, the line integral must be divided into two parts, one pertaining 

to the velocity in the black fluid and one pertaining to the velocity in the white fluid. The 

interface crosses the side between cells (i ,j) and (i +l,j) at the point 

« i + .5)h ,(j - .5)h + .5h (f i ,j + Ii +1,i )). Let us first estimate the part of the line integral 

pertaining to the black fluid. Pi ,j and Pi,i -1 are used to obtain Pi ,j, a pressure located at a 

point with the same lI-coordinate as Pi +loi in the black fluid. The interpolated pressure, Pi,j, 

is given by, 

- (I h I h) (Pi,j - Pioi-tl 
Pi,i = Pi oi + i +I,j - i ,J' (f i oi h + .5h ) . (C32) 

The line integral over the black fluid can then be approximated by, 
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f ( ) Pi +1,i - Pi .i 
U'1ld6 ~ .5h I i,i + Ii +1.i "6 h 

RS(6Ia;:/, ) 

(C33) 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the white fluid, Pi +1,j and Pi +1.i +1 are used to 

obtain Pi +1,i , the pressure located at a point with the same y-coordinate as Pi,i' The interpo-

lated pressure, Pi +1.i , is given by, 

A (I h _ I.' " h) (Pi+l.i+l - Pi+l,i) . 
Pi+l,i=Pi+l,j- i+l,i • (-/i+l.i h +1.5h ) (C34) 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

f ~ ---d ....... h ( I I ) Pi +1.i - Pi.i 
U'n 8 -...5 2 - i.i - i +l.i "fII h 

RS(fllllite) 

(C35) 

The complete line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in 

(C33) and (C35) and obtaining, 

+ .5h (2 - I· . - I· +1 .)" '.J '.J fII 

Pi +1.i - Pi.i 

h 

(C36) 

(C37) 

d. (i +1,1') is a contains a black rectangle in the lower left hand comer with b (vertical 

height of the rectangle) greater than li.i h. Again, the line integral must be divided into two 

parts, one pertaining to the velocity in the black fluid and one pertaining to the velocity in the 

white fluid. It is estimated that the interlace crosses the side between cells (i,i) and (i +1,j) 

at the point « i + .5)h,(j - .5)h + .5(1 i.i h + b», i.e., the average of the two local inter-

(aces. Let us first estimate the part of the line integral pertaining to the black fluid. Pi +t.i 

and Pi,i -I are used to obtain Pi +I.i , the pressure located at a point with the same y-coordinate 

as Pi.i in the black fluid. Our objective is to find the pressure Pi +1,i on the line through the 

points (ih, (j -1)h) and «i + .5)h + a, (j - .5)h + b) with vertical height 

«j - .5)h + li.i h). These points are the coordinates associated with Pi.i -I and Pi +t.i respec

tively. The location of the Pi+l.i is given by 
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((f i ,j h - b ) :~: : : + (i + .5)h + a , (j - .5)h + 1 i,j h ). (038) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi + 1,j and Pi,j -1 is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d l' The distance between the points associated with Pi +1,j and 

Pi +1,j will be denoted by d 2' Pi ,j is located at (ih, (j -.5)h + 1 i ,j h) and the distance 

between its location and the location of Pi +1,j will be denoted by d 3' The interpolated pres-

sure, Pi +1,j , is given by, 

- d (Pi +1,j - Pi ,j -1) 
Pi+l,j = Pi+l,j - 1 d

2 
• (039) 

The line integral over the black fluid can then be approximated by, 

J u·fid4 r::::: .5(fi,jh + 6 )~b Pi.t.l,j - Pi,j 

RS (bllIe.) d 3 
(040) 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the white fluid, Pi,j and Pi ,j +1 are used to obtain 

Pi,j' the pressure located at a point with the same 11 -coordinate as Pi +1,j' The new pressure, 

Pi +l,j , is given by I 

A + (6 _ I . . h ) (Pi ,HI - Pi ,j ) 
Pi +I,j = Pi +I,j I,J ( _I i ,j h + 1.5h ) . (041) 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

J u·fid4 r::::: .5(h -/i,jh - h _ 6 )~ .. Pi+1,j - Pi,j 
RS(wMU) .5h + a 

(042) 

The complete line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in 

(040) and (042) and obtaining, 

+ .5(h _ I. . h _ h _ 6)~ Pi +l,j - Pi ,j 
I,J .. .5h + a 

(043) 

e. (i +1,j) is a contains a black rectangle in the lower left hand corner with b (vertical 

height of the rectangle) less than 1 i ,j h. Again, the line integral must be divided into two 

parts, one pertaining to the velocity in the black fluid and one pertaining to the velocity in the 

white fluid. The interface crosses the side between cells (i ,j) and (i +1,i) at the point 



(( i + .5)h,(j - .5)h + :5{/ i ,i h + b)). Let us first estimate the part of the line integral per-

taining to the white fluid. Pi +1,j and Pi +1,i +1 are used to obtain Pi +1,i , the pressure located at 

a point with the same y -coordinate as Pi ,i in the white fluid. Our objective is to find the pres-

sure on the line through the points (( i + 1)h , (j + i)h) and 

((i + .5)h + a, (j - .5)h + b) with vertical height ((j - .5)h + 'i ,i h). These points are 

the coordinates associated with Pi +1,i +1 and Pi +I,i respectively. The location of the Pi +I,i is 

given by 

(C44) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi +I,i and Pi +I,i +1 is easily com-

puted and is be denoted d l' The distance between the points associated with Pi +I,i and Pi +1'; 

will be denoted by d 2' Pi ,i is located at (ih , (j -.5)h + 'I' ,i h ) and the distance between its 

location and the location of Pi +I,i will be denoted by d 3' The interpolated pressure, Pi +I,i , is 

given by, 

A + d (Pi+l,i+l - Pi+l.i) . 
Pi+l,j = PI+l./ 1 d

2 
. (C45) 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

J u·;fcl4 ~ .5(h - Ji,ih + /a - 6 )11:_ Pi+l,i - Pi,i (C46) 
RS(_Ai,.) d 3 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the black fluid, Pi.i and Pi.i -1 are used to obtain 

Pi ,i, the pressure located at a point with the same lI-coordinate as Pi +1,i' The new pressure, 

Pi ,i , is given by, 

- =.. + (6 _ J. . h) (Pi ,i - Pi ,j -tl 
Pi,j P. ,J • ,J ( 'i,j h + .5/a) . (C47) 

.. 
The line integral over the black fluid can then be approximated by, 

(C48) 

The complete line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in 

(C46) and (C48) and obtaining, 
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) 
Pi+l,j-Pi,j 

+ .5(/ i ,j h + b tell .5h + a 
(049) 

f. (i + l,i) is a pseudo white finger. There is no white fluid crossing the right hand side. 

The pressure in (i +1,i) is located at ((i + .5)h + .5hl i+l,j, ih). The interpolation to be 

done is determined by whether Ii ,j > .5 or Ii ,j < .5. For Ii ,j > .5, interpolation between 

the points Pi ,j and Pi ,j -I is used to get an approximation for the pressure Pi ,j in the black 

fluid with the same y -coordinate as Pi +I,j' The revised pressure, Pi ,j is given by 

- (h I h) (Pi,j - Pi,j-l) 
Pi,j = Pi ,j + .5 - i,j (I i ,j h + .5h) . (050) 

The line integral over RS which only contains black fluid is approximated by, 

J 
_~P~i~+~I,~j_-~P~i~,j __ it·Tid, ::::::: h te/) 

RS .5h + .5hl i +I,j . 
(051) 

Alternatively, if Ii ,j < .5, interpolation for Pi +1,j is performed using Pi +1,; and Pi ,j -I' This 

interpolation is performed such that Pi +1.1 has the same lI-coordinate as Pi.i' The pressure 

Pi +1,j will be found on the line through the points (ih , U - l)h ) and 

(( i + .5)h + .5hl i +1,j, ih) with vertical height (U - .5)h + Ii ,j h). These points are the 

coordinates associated with Pi ,j -1 and Pi +1,j respectively. The location of the Pi +1,; is given 

by 

((.5/i,j + .5)(.5h + li,jh) + ih, U - .5)h + lu k ). (052) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi +1,i and Pi ,j -I is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d l' The distance between the points associated with Pi +loi and 

Pi +1,j will be denoted by d2• Pi ,j is located at (ih, U -.5)h + Ii ,j h) and the distance 

between its location and the location of Pi +1,j will be denoted by d 3' The interpolated pres-

sure, Pi +1,j , is given by, 

d 
(Pi +l,j - Pi.j -tl 

Pi +1,j = Pi +l,j - 2 d 1 • (053) 

The line integral over the fluid can then be approximated by, 
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J 
Pi+l,j - Pi,j 

U ·rid8 :::::; h Itb ----"'-:---'-"-
RS ds 

(C54) 

ill. The cell (i, j) is a horizontal interface with (i, j + 1) full and (i ,j -1) empty. The 

following cases are equivalent to the cases in II except for the interchanging of the roles of top 

and bottom. 

a. (i + 1, j) is full. This case is equivalent to IIa with roles of top and bottom inter-

changed. Interpolation takes place between Pi.i +1 and Pi +1,j' The new point, Pi +1,j , is given 

by 

- (I h _ .5h) (Pi,j+l ~ Pi+l,j). 
Pi +1,j = Pi +1,j - i ,j 

The line integral is approximated by, 

JU'rids 
RS 

(C55) 

(C56) 

b. (i +1,j) contains a black rectangle in the upper left hand comer with b (vertical 

height of the rectangle) greater than Ii ,j 1&. This case is equivalent to lib with the roles of top 

and bottom interchanged. Again, the line integral must be divided into two parts, one pertain-

ing to the velocity in the black fluid and one pertaining to the velocity in the white fluid. The 

interface crosses the side between cells (i,j) and (i+1,j) at the point 

(( i + .5)h ,(j + .5)h - .5(/ i ,j h + b)). Let us first estimate the part of the line integral per-

taining to the black fluid. Pi +1,j and Pi ,j +1 are used to obtain Pi +1,j , the pressure located at a 

point with the same y -coordinate as Pi ,j in the black fluid. Our objective is to find the pres-

sure Pi+l,j on the line through the points (ih, (j + 1)1&) and ((i + .5)h + a, (j + .5)h - b) 

with vertical height ((j + .5)h - 1 i ,j h). These points are the coordinates associated with 

Pi ,j +1 and Pi +1,j respectively. The location of the Pi +1,j is given by 

((/ i ,j 1& + .5h) :~~ : : + ih, (j + .5)h - Ii ,j 1&), (C57) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi +1,j and Pi ,HI IS easily 
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computed and will be denoted d 2. The distance between the points associated with Pi +1.i and 

Pi+1,; will be denoted by d 1. Pi'; is located at at {ih, (j +.5)h - f i,; h) and the distance 

between its location and the location of Pi +1'; will be denoted by d 3. The interpolated pres-

sure, Pi +1.i ' is given by, 

_ . . + d (Pi,;+1 - Pi+1.i) 
Pi+l.i - P,+1.J 1 d

2 
. (C58) 

The line integral over the black fluid can then be approximated by, 

. f ·nth ~ .5(/ i.i h + 6 )"6 Pi +1.i - Pi .i 
RS(6'aet) d3 

(C59) 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the white fluid, Pi'; and Pi.i -1 are used to obtain 

Pi.I' the pressure at a point with the same '!I-coordinate as Pi +1';. The new pressure, Pi.I' is 

given by, 

• = .. _ (6 _ f . . h ) (Pi.1 - Pi,j -1) 
Pi .1 P •• J , .J ( - f i .i h + 1.5h ) . (C60) 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

f iI·nth ~ .5(h - fi,;h + h _ 6 )",. Pi+l,j - Pi,i 
RS(tllAitll) .5h + a 

(C61) 

The complete line integral,on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in 

(C59) and (C61) and obtaining, 

+ .5{h _ f . . h + h _ 6)" Pi +1.1 - Pi .1 
'.J ., .5h + a 

(C62) 

c. (i +1,j) contains a black rectangle in the upper left hand corner with 6 (vertical 

height of the rectangle) less than f i .1 h. This case is equivalent to IIc with the roles of top and 

bottom interchanged. Again, the line integral must be divided into two parts, one pertaining to 

the velocity in the black fluid and one pertaining to the velocity in the white fluid. The inter-

face crosses the side between cells (i,j) and (i +1,j) at the point 
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« i + .5)h ,U + .5)h - .5(/ i.i h + b)). Let us first estimate the part of the line integral per-

taining to the white fluid. Pi +1.1 and Pi +1.1 -1 are used to obtain Pi+l.1 , the pressure at a point 

with the same '!I-coordinate as PI.I in the white fluid. Our objective is to find the pressure 

Pi+l,J on the line through the points « i + 1)h , (j - 1)h ) and « i + .5)h + a, (j + .5)h - b) 

with vertical height «j + .5)h - 1 i.1 h). These points are the coordinates associated with 

PiH,J-l and Pi+1.1 respectively. The location of the Pi+l.1 is given by 

«-/i.l h + 1.5h)~·.~~ ~: + (i + 1)h, (j + .5)h -/i,Jh), (063) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi +1.1 and Pi H.i -1 is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d 2' The distance between the points associated with Pi +l.i and 

Pi +1.i will be denoted by d l' Pi.1 is located at (ih, U +.5)h - 1 i.i h) and the distance 

between its location and the location of Pi +1,i will be denoted by d 3' The interpolated pres-

sure, Pi+l.l, is given by, 

A d (Pi +1.1 - Pi +1.1 -d 
Pi+l.i = Pi+l.1 - 1 d

2 
• (064) 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

J u'rida::::::: .5(h -/i.lh + h - 6 )It .. Pi+l.1 - Pi.i (065) 
RS( ... te) d3 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the black fluid, Pi.i and Pi.1 H are used to obtain 

Pi.i' the pressure at a point with the same '!I-coordinate as Pi H,J' The new pressure, Pi.i' is 

given by, 

- = .. -(6 -I' .h) (Pi.I+1-Pi,J) 
Pi.1 P •• l '.1 (I i.1 h + .5h ) . (066) 

The line integral over the black fluid can then be approximated by, 

J u 'rida ::::::: .5(/ i.i h + 6 )1t6 Pi +1.1 - Pi.i 
RS(61GCi) .5h + a 

(067) 

The complete line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in 

(065) and (067) and obtaining, 
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ftt'rid8 ::::::: .5(h - I i,i h + h - b )lI:w _P_i+_I..;.;"-=· _-_P_i..;.;,i_ 
RS d3 

+ .5(1 i.i h + b )lI:b Pi ~~t ~ P;.i (068) 

d. (i +l,j) is a pseudo white finger. This case is equivalent to lld with the roles of top 

and bottom interchanged. The pressure in (i +l,j) is located at ((i + .5)h + .5hl i+1,i' jh). 

The interpolation to be done is determined by whether f i ,i > .5 or f i ,i < .5. For 

f i ,j > .5, interpolation between the pressures Pi ,i and Pi ,i +1 is used to get an approximation 

for the pressure Pi.i in the black fluid on the same level as Pi +1.1' The revised pressure, Pi ,i is 

given by 

- =.. _ (5h - I. . h) (Pid +1 - Pi ,i ) 
Pi ,i P.,,· • " ( I i.i h + .5h) . (069) 

The line integral over the RS which only contains black fluid is approximated by, 

f ~ :+d h Pi+1,i - Pi,i 
U 'TlI 8::::::: II:b • 

RS .5h + .5hl HI.i 
(070) 

Alternatively, if li.i < .5 then interpolation for Pi+l,i is performed using Pi+l,i and Pi.i+I· 

This interpolation is performed such that Pi +I,i has the same y-coordinate as as Pi ,i' The 

pressure Pi +1.1 then will be found on the line through the points (ih, U + l)h) and 

(( i + .5)h + .5hl i +I,i' jh) with vertical height (j + .5)h - Ii ,i h. These points are the 

coordinates associated with Pi ,i +1 and Pi +I,i respectively. The location of the Pi +1.1 is given 

by 

((.51 i.i + .5)(.5h + I i,i h) + ih, (j + .5)h - I i,i h) (071) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi +I,i and Pi ,i +1 is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d 2' The distance between the points associated with Pi +1.1 and 

Pi + 1.1 will be denoted by d I' Pi.i is located at (ih, U + .5)h - li.i h) and the distance 

between its location and the location of PHI.i is denoted by d 3' The interpolated pressure, 

Pi +1,i is given by , 
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d (Pi,i+I - Pi+l,j ) 
Pi+l,j = Pi+loJ' + 1 d

2 
• (C72) 

The line integral over the ft.uid can then be approximated by, 

(cn) 

IV. The cell (i , i) contains a vertical interface with (i + 1, i) empty. No interpolation is 

necessary and the line integral is approximated by, 

(C74) 

v. The cell (i ,i) contains a black rectangle in the lower right comer. 

a. (i +1,j) contains a horizontal interface with (i +1,j -1) full and (i +1,j +1) empty 

and b (vertical height of the rectangle) greater than Il+l,j h. This case is equivalent lId with 

the roles of left and right interchanged. Again, the line integral must be divided into two parts, 

one pertaining to the velocity in the black fluid and one pertaining to the velocity in the white 

fluid. The interface crosses the side between cells (i,i) and (i +1,j) at the point 

(( i + .5)h,U - .5)h + .5(/ i ,j h + b)). Let us first estimate the part of the line integral per-

taining to the black fluid. Pi ,j and Pi +1,j -1 are used to obtain P. ,j, the pressure at a point 

with the same 1I-coordinate as P. +1,j in the black fluid. Our objective is to find the pressure 

Pi oJ' on the line through the points (( i +1)h , (j - l)h) and (( i + .5)h - a, U - .5)h + b) 

with vertical height ((j - .5)h + Ii +1,j h). These points are the coordinates associated with 

P. +I,j -1 and Pi oJ' respectively. The location of P. ,j is given by, 

((/ • +1,j h + .5h) ~~~h ; : + (i + 1)h , (j - .5)h + I. +I,j h ), (C75) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures P. ,j and P. +I,j -1 is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d2• The distance between the points associated with p .. and .p .. I,J I,J 

. will be denoted by d 1. P. +Ioi is located at (ih , (j -.5)h + Ii +I,j h ) and the distance between 
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its location and the location of Pi ,i will be denoted by d 3' The interpolated pressure, Pi ,i is 

given by, 

d (Pi,j - Pi +1,j -1) 
Pi ,i = Pi,j - 1 d 2 . (076) 

The line integral over the black fluid then can be approximated by, 

f ~.-+J '"" 5(/ .. h 6) Pi+l,i -Pi,i 
'II naB ......, • , +I,J +"'6 d 

RS(blui) 3 

(077) 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the white fluid, Pi +I,i and Pi +I,i +1 are used to 

obtain Pi +I,i, a point with the same y -coordinate as Pi ,i' The new pressure, Pi +I,i' is given 

by, 

A _.. (6 _ I . . h) (Pi +1,;+1 - Pi +I,i ) 
Pi+l,j-P,+I,J+ ',J (-/i+l,jh+1.5h)· 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

p. 1 • - Pi,j f v'nds:::::: .5(h - 1 i+l,j h - h - 6 )"'w -' +-5~h'J---,-:.... 
RS(wMu) • + a 

(078) 

(079) 

The complete line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in 

(077) and (C79) and obtaining, 

+ .5(h - I. . h - h _ 6)". Pi +1,j - Pi ,i 
,+1,1 III .5h + a 

(C80) 

b. (i +I,i) contains a horizontal interlace with (i +I,j -I) full and 6 (vertical height of 

the rectangle) less than 1 i +I,j h. This case is equivalent to lie with the roles of left and right 

interchanged. Again, the line integral must be divided into two parts, one pertaining to the 

velocity in the black fluid and one pertaining to the velocity in the white fluid. The interface 

crosses the side between cells (i ,i) and (i+l,j) at the point 

(( i + .5)h ,(j - .5)h + .5(1 i +I,i h + 6 )). Let us first estimate the part of the line integral 

pertaining to the white fluid. Pi,j and Pi ,j+l are used to obtain Pi,j , the pressure at a point 

with the same y -coordinate as Pi +I,i in the white fluid. Our objective is to find the pressure 
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Pi,j on the line through the points (ih, U + l)h) and ((i + .5)h - a , U - .5)h + b ) with 

vertical height (U - .5)h + / i +1,j h). These points are the coordinates associated with Pi ,j +1 

and Pi ,j respectively. The location of the Pi ,j is given by 

((I i +I,j h - 1.5h ) -~~:h -+a b + ih, U - .5)h + / i +I,j h), (C8l) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi ,j and Pi ,j +1 is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d 2. The distance between the points associated with Pi ,j and Pi ,j 

will be denoted by d l' Pi +1,j is located at (ih , U -.5)h + / i +I,j h ) and the distance between 

its location and the location of Pi ,j will be denoted by d 3' The interpolated pressure, Pi ,j is 

given by, 

A _.. + d (Pi ,HI - Pi ,j ) 
Pi,j - P. ,J 1 d 2 • (C82) 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

J it ';(d6 ~ .5(h - / i,j h + h - 6 )"w Pi +I,j - Pi ,j (C83) 
RS(wAi',) d 3 

For the part oC the line integral pertaining to the black fluid, Pi +I,j and Pi +I,j -1 are used to 

obtain Pi +1,1' the pressure at a point with the same 1I-coordinate as Pi ,j' The new pressure, 

Pi +1,j , is given by, 

= .. +(6 _f . . h)(Pi+1,j -Pi+l,j-l) 
Pi +I,i P. +I,J • +1" (/ . . h + 5h)' 

• +1" . 
(C84) 

Th~ line integral over the black fluid then be can approximated by, 

J it ';(d6 ~ .5h (I i +I,j h + 6 )"b Pi +I,j - Pi ,j 
RS(bI4d) .5h + a 

(C85) 

The complete line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in 

(C83) and (C85) and obtaining, 

(C86) 
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c. (i +1,j) contains a white rectangle in the upper left corner. The dimensions of the 

black rectangle in (i ,j) are horizontally and vertically 41 and 6 1 respectively. The white rec-

tangle in (i ,j) has horizontal and vertical dimensions 42 and 62 respectively. The interface 

crosses the side RS at « i + .5}1& , (j - .5}1& + .5(6 1 + 1& - 6 2)}. For the case with b 1 < 1& - 6 2 

we proceed as follows. Pi +1.1 and Pi +1,i -1 are used to obtain Pi +1,i , the pressure with the same 

y -coordinate as Pi ,i' Pi.i' Pi +1.1 and Pi +1.1 -1 are located at « i + .5}1& - 41' (j - .5}1& + b 1), 

«i + .5}1& + 42, (j + .5}1& - 62) and «(i + 1)1&, (j - 1)1&), respectively. Pi+1,i is located 

therefore at 

-.51& + 42 
((6 1 + .51&) 1.51& _ 6

2 
+ (i +1}1&, (j - .5}1& + 6 1), (087) 

The distance between the points 88SOciated with the pressures Pi +1,i and Pi +1,i -1 is easily com-

puted and is denoted d l' The distance between the points associated with Pi+l,i and Pi+l,i 

will be denoted by d 2' The interpolated pressure Pi +1,1 is given by, 

- _ d (Pi +1.1 - Pi +I,i -1) (088) 
Pi+l,i - Pi+1.i + 2 d . 

. 1 

The distance between the locations of Pi +1.1 and Pi.i is denoted by d 3' The line integral over 

the black fluid can then be approximated by, 

f u'iida ~ .5(6 1 + 1& - 62}"6 Pi+l,i - Pi,i 
RS (6/«ft) d 3 

(089) 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the white fluid, Pi.i and Pi ,j +1 are used to obtain 

Pi ,i' the pressure with the same '!J -coordinate as Pi +1,1 . Pi ,i +1 is located at the point 

(ih, (j + l)h}. Pi ,I is then located at 

.51& - 41 
«-6 2 - .51&) + il&, (j + .5)1& - 62), 

-1.51& + 61 
(090) 

The distance between the points associated with Pi ,j +1 and Pi ,I is denoted by d 1 and the dis-

tance between Pi.i and Pi.i is denoted by d 2' The pressure Pi.i is given by 

A d (Pi ,j +1 - Pi ,I ) 
Pi ,i = Pi ,I + 2 d 1 . (091) 

The line integral over the white fluid then be approximated by, 
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J (6 h 6) Pi+l.i - Pi.i 
it·nds ~.5 2 + - 1 ~tJJ d

4 
' 

RS(tJJhite) 

(092) 

where d 4 is the distance between the location of the pressures Pi +1.i and Pi.i . The complete 

line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in (089) and 

(092), obtaining 

• 

(093) 

For the case with 6 1> h - 62 we proceed as follows. In the black fluid, Pi.i and Pi +1.i -1 are 

used to obtain Pi.i' the pressure with the same y -coordinate as Pi +1.i· Pi.i' Pi +1.i and 

Pi +1.i -1 are located at (( i + .5)h - a 11 (j -.5)h + 6 1), ((i + .5)h + a 2, U + .5)h - 6 2) and 

((i + 1)h, (j - 1)h), respectively. Pi+l.i is located therefore at 

-.5h - a 1 
((-6 2 + 1.5h) .5h + 6

1 
+ (i +1)h , U + .5)h - 62). (094) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi.i and Pi +1.i -1 is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d 1. The distance between the points associated with Pi.i and Pi.i 

will be denoted by d 2. The interpolated pressure, Pi.i , is given by, 

- d (Pi.i - Pi +1.i -1) 
Pi.i = Pi.i - 2 d 1 . (095) 

The distance between the locations of Pi.i and Pi +1.i is denoted by d 3. It is estimated that the 

interface crosses the side RS at (( i + .5)h , (j - .5)h + .5(6 1 + h - 6 2)). The line integral 

over the black fluid can then be approximated by, 

(096) 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the white fluid, Pi +1.i and Pi.i +1 are used to 

obtain Pi +1.i , the pressure with the same y -coordinate as Pi.i . Pi +1.i is then located at 

.5h + a2 • • 
(( 6 1 - 1.5h ) -.5h _ 6

2 
+ ." ,(J - .5)h + 6 d· (097) 

The distance between the points associated with Pi,i +1 and Pi +1,i is denoted by d 1 and the 
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distance between Pi +I,i and Pi+l,j is denoted by d 2' The pressure Pi +I,i is given by 

• d (Pi ,HI - Pi +1,j ) 
Pi+l,i = Pi+1,j + 2 d 1 . (098) 

The line integral over the white fluid then be can approximated by, 

J ~·""'d ,....- 5(6 h _ 6) Pi+1,j - Pi,i 
u n 8 ........ 2 + 1 Ie.. d ' 

RS ( .. liite ) 4 

(099) 

where d 4 is the distance between the location of the pressures Pi +I,i and Pi ,i . The complete 

line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in (096) and 

(099), obtaining 

(0100) 

V. The cell (i ,j) contains a black rectangle in the upper right corner. 

a.(i +l,j) contains a horizontal interface with (i +l,j +1) full and (i +l,j -1) empty 

and 6 (vertical height of the rectangle) greater than / i+l,i h. Again, the line integral must be 

divided into two parts, one pertaining to the velocity in the black fluid and one pertaining to 

the velocity in the white fluid. The interface crosses the side between cells (i ,j) and (i +1,j) 

at the point «(i + .5)h,(j + .5)h - .5(/ i +I,i h + 6)). Let us first estimate the part of the line 

integral pertaining to the black fluid. Pi ,i and Pi +1,i +1 are used to obtain Pi ,i, a point with 

the same '!I-coordinate as Pi +I,i in the black fluid. Our objective is to find the pressure Pi ,i on 

the line through the points «i + l)h , (j + l)h 1 and «i + .5)h -a, (j + .5)h - 6) with 

vertical height «j + .5)h - / i+l,i h). These points are the coordinates associated with 

Pi +1,j +1 and Pi ,i respectively. Pi,j is located at the point 

«-/ i+l,j h - .5h) :~: : : + (i + l)h , (j + .5)h - / i+l,i hl (0101) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi ,i and Pi +I,i+l is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d 2• The distance between the point associated with Pi,i and Pi,i 
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will be denoted by d l' Pi +I,j is located at « i +.5)h , (j + .5)h - f Hl,j h) and the distance 

between its location and the location of Pi ,j will be denoted by d 3' The interpolated pressure, 

Pi ,j , is given by, 

d (Pi+1,j+1 - Pi,),) 
Pi ,j = Pi ,j + 1 d 2 • (0102) 

The line integral over the black fluid can then be approximated by, 

J U'nd8 ::::::.5(fi,jh +6)11:6 Pi+l,jd- P
i,i 

RS (blCle" ) 3 

(0103) 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the white fluid, Pi +1,j and Pi +1,j -1 are used to 

obtain Pi +I,j, the presSure with the same 11 -coordinate as Pi ,j' The new pressure, Pi +I,j, is 

given by, 

) 
(pi +I,j - Pi +I,j -d 

Pi +1.1 = Pi +I,i - (6 - f i +I,j h (_ f i +I,i h + 1.5h ) . 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

P't'-Pi,j f u'nd8:::::: .5(h - fi,ih - h - 6 )lI:w _'+;..;.:..:.,J_-..:.=-
RS(wltite) . .5h + a 

(0104) 

(0105) 

The complete line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in 

(C103) and (C105) and obtaining, 

+ .5(h - li,j h - h - 6 )lI:w Pi ~~t : P;,j (0106) 

b. (i +l,j) contains a horizontal interface with (i +l,j +1) full and 6 (vertical height of 

the rectangle) less than I i+l,i h. Again, the line integral must be divided into two parts, one 

pertaining to the velocity in the black fluid and one pertaining to the velocity in the white fluid. 

The interface crosses the side between cells (i,i) and (i +1,i) at the point 

«i + .5)h,(j + .5)h - .5(fi+l,ih + 6)). Let us first estimate the part of the line integral 

pertaining to the white fluid. Pi,j and Pi,j -1 are used to obtain Pi ,i, the pressure with the 

same 11 -coordinate as Pi +1,1' in the white fluid. Our objective is to find the pressure Pi ,j on the 
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line through the points (ih, (j -l)h) and ((i + .5)h - a, (j + .5)h - 6) with vertical height 

(U + .5)h - f i +1,j h). These points are the coordinates associated with Pi ,j -1 and Pi ,j respec-

tively. Pi ,j is located at the point 

(C107) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi ,j and Pi ,j -1 is easily computed 

and will be denoted d 2' The distance between the points associ~ted with Pi ,j and Pi.j will be 

denoted by d l' Pi +1.1 is located at (ih, (j + .5)h - f i +1.1 h) and the distance between its 

location and the location of Pi ,1' will be denoted by d 3' The interpolated pressure, Pi ,j, is 

given by, 

• d (Pi,j - Pi ,j -1) 
Pi.i = Pi,i - 1 d 2 • (C108) 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

f u·;rd& ~.5(h -fi,jh +h -6)11:. Pi+l,i -Pi,j (0109) 
RS (fllAit. ) d 3 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the black fluid, Pi +1,i and Pi +1,1' +1 are used to 

obtain Pi +1,1" the pressure with the same lI-coordinate as Pi ,j' The new pressure, Pi +1,1" is 

given by, 

= .. -(6 .... f . . h)(Pi+1,i+l-Pi+l,j) 
Pi +1.1 P. +1,1 • +1,1 (f. . h + 5h) . 

• +1,1 . 
(0110) 

The line integral over the black fluid can then be approximated by, 

(C111) 

The complete line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in 

(109) and (111) and obtaining, 

+ 5(f h + b ) .... Pi+l,j - Pi,j 
• i+l,j no" 

.5h + a 
(C112) 
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c. (i + 1, i) contains a white rectangle in the lower left corner. The dimensions of the 

black rectangle in (i ,i) are horizontally and vertically a 1 and 61 respectively. The white rec-

tangle in (i ,i) has horizontal and vertical dimensions a 2 and 62 respectively. For the case 

with 6 1<h - 62 we proceed as follows. In the black fluid, PHl.i and Pi+l.iH are used to 

obtain Pi +1.i' the pressure with the same y -coordinate as Pi.i· Pi.i' Pi +1.i and Pi H.i +1 are 

located at (( i + .S}h - a 11 (j + .S}h - 6 I), (( i + .S}h + a 2, U - .S)h + 6 2) and 

((i + l)h , U + l)h), respectively. PiH.i is located therefore at 

-.Sh + a2 
«-6 1 - .Sh ) Sh 6 + (i +l)h ) U + .S)h - b 1), 

-1. + 2 
(0113) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi +1.1 and Pi +1.1 +1 is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d l' The distance between the points associated with Pi+l,j and 

Pi+l.i will be denoted by d2• The interpolated pressure, PiH.i, is given by, 

- + d (Pi+l.i+l - Pi+l,i) 
Pi +1.i = Pi +1,i 2· d 1 • (0114) 

The distance between the points associated with Pi +1.1 and Pi.i is denoted by d 3' The line 

integral over the black fluid can then be approximated by, 

(Ol1S) 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the white fluid, Pi.i and Pi.i -1 are used to obtain 

Pi .i , the pressure with the same y -coordinate as Pi H.i . Pi.i is located at the point 

(0116) 

The distance between the points associated with Pi.i -1 and Pi.i is denoted by d 1 and the dis

tance between Pi.i and Pi.i is denoted by d 2' The pressure Pi.i is given by 

A _ + d (Pi,j - Pi .i -d 
Pi.i - Pi.i 2 d 1 • (0111) 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 
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J U·ftd8 ~ .5(6 2 + h - 6 1)11:
111 

Pi+1'J~~ Pi.i (0118) 
RS(III/aite) 

where d 4 is the distance between the location of the pressures Pi +1.i and Pi.i' The complete 

line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in (0115) and 

(0118), obtaining 

(0119) 

For the case with 6 1 >h - 6 2 we proceed as follows. In the black fluid, Pi.i and Pi +1.i +1 

are used to obtain Pi.i' the pressure with the same lI-coordinate as Pi +1.i· Pi .i' Pi +1.i and 

Pi +1.i+1 are located at (( i + .5)h - a h U + .5}h - 6 1), (( i + .5)h + a 2, U - .5)h + 6 2) and 

((i + l)h, U + l)h), respectively. Pi.i is located therefore at 

.5h + a 1 
((6 2 +-1.5h) h 6 +(i+l)h,U-·5)h +6 2), 

.5 + 1 
(0120) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi.j and Pi +1.i +1 is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d l' The distance between the points associated with Pi.i and Pi.i 

will be denoted by d2• The interpolated pressure, Pi.i is given by, 

- _ d-(Pi+1.i+ 1 - Pi •i ) 
Pi.i - Pi.i + 2 d 1 . (0121) 

The distance between the locations of Pi.i and Pi +1.i is denoted by d 3' The interface crosses 

RS at ((i + .5)h ,U - .5)h + .5(6 1 + h - 6 2)), The line integral over the black fluid can 

then be approximated by, 

(0122) 

For the part of the line integral pertaining to the white fluid, Pi +1.i and Pi.i -1 are used to 

obtain Pi +1,j , the pressure with the same lI-coordinate as Pi,j . Pi +1.i is located at the point 

.5h + a2 
((6 1 -1.5h) h 6 +ih,U+·5)h-6 1)· 

-.5 - 2 
(0123) 
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The distance between the points associated with Pi ,i -1 and Pi +1,i is denoted by d 1 and the dis-

tance between Pi +1,j and Pi +1,i is denoted by d 2' The pressure, Pi +1,i , is given by 

A + d (Pi,H1 - Pi+1,j) 
Pi+1,j = Pi+1,j 2 d 1 . (0124) 

The line integral over the white fluid can then be approximated by, 

f 11· rid8 ~ .5( b 2 + h - b 1)ItTD PHl,j - Pi,}" , 
RS(TDllife) d 4 

(0125) 

where d 4 is the distance between the location of the pressures Pi ,j and Pi +I,i' The complete 

line integral on the RS can then be approximated by summing the quantities in (0122) and 

(0125), obtaining 

(0126) 

VI. The cell (i ,j) contains a black rectangle in the lower left corner. The rectangle has 

vertical and horizontal dimensions b and II respectively. No interface crosses the common side 

or (i,j) and (i +1,j). The pressure Pi,j is located at the point «i - .5)h + a,(j - .5)h + b). 

The pressures Pi +l,j and Pi ,j +1 are used to obtain the pressure Pi +l,i with the same y-

coordinate as Pi,j' Pi +1,j is given by 

Pi+l,j = Pi+l,j - (.5h _ b) (Pi,Hl ~ Pi+l,j) . (0127) 

The line integral over RS which only contains white fluid is approximated by, 

f V'rid8 ~ h ItTD Pi +l,j - Pi ,j . 
RS (h - a + h - b ) 

(0128) 

vn. The cell (i,j) contains a black rectangle in the upper left corner. The rectangle has 

vertical and horizontal dimensions b and a respectively. No interrace crosses the side shared 

by of (i,j) and (i +1,j). The pressure Pi ,j is located at the point 
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(( i - .S)h + a ,U + .S)h - b). The pressures Pi +1.i and Pi.i -1 are used to obtain the pressure 

Pi +1.i with the same y -coordinate as Pi.i· Pi +1,i is given by 

A. • =. . + (Sh _ b) (Pi+l,i - Pi.i-l) 
P. +1.1 P. +1.1· h· (0129) 

The line integral over the RS which only contains white fluid is approximated by, 

f u ..... d -- h Pi+l.i - Pi,i 
RS ·n 8 -- Itw (h _ a + h - b) . (0130) 

VIll. The cell (i ,j) contains a white diagonal in the lower right corner. No black fluid 

crosses the common side between (i ,i) and (i +1,j). The pressure Pi,i is located at the point 

((i -.S}h + f i.i h ,U +.S)h - f i.i h). The pressures Pi +1.i and Pi .i-l are used to obtain the pres-

sure Pi +1,i with the same y -coordinate as Pi,i. Pi +1.i is given by 

A (h f h ) (Pi +1,i - Pi.i -Il 
Pi+1,i = Pi+l,i + .S - i.i h . (0131) 

The line integral over the RS which only contains white fluid is approximated by, 

(0132) 

IX. The cell (i ,j) contains a white diagonal in the upper right corner. No black fluid 

crosses the common side between (i ,i) and (i +1,i). The pressure Pi.i is located at the point 

(( i -.S)h + f i,i h ,(j -.S)h + f i,i h). The pressures Pi +1,i and Pi,i +1 are used to obtain the pres-

sure Pi +1,i with the same y -coordinate as Pi,i. Pi +1,i is given by 

A (Sh f h)(Pi.i+1 - Pi +l.i) Pi+l,i = Pi+l,i -. - i,i h . (0133) 

The line integral over the RS which only contains white fluid is approximated by, 

(0134) 
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x. Cell (i ,j) contains a white vertical finger. Cell (i +1,j) must be full. No interpola-

tion is required and the line integral can be approximated by, 

fu.nd8 ~ h Itb Pi+l,; - Pi,; ). 

RS (.5h + .5fi,;h 
(C135) 

XI. Cell (i ,j) contains a pseudo white vertical finger. There is no white fluid crossing 

the right hand side. 

a. Cell (i +1,j) is a horizontal interface with (i +l,j -1) full. The pressure in (i +1,j) is 

located at «i+l)h, (j-.5)h + fi+l,;h) and in (i ,j) at «i + .5)h - fi,;h /2, jh). The 

interpolation to be done is determined by whether f i +1,; >.5 or f i +1,; < .5. For 

f i+l,j > .5, interpolation between the points associated with Pi+l,j and Pi+1,j-l is used to get 

an approximation for the pressure Pi +I,j in the black fluid on the same level as Pi ,j. The 

revised pressure, Pi +I,j , is given by 

_ ( ) (Pi +I,j - Pi +I,j ":1) 
Pi +1,j = Pi +I,j - .Sh - Ii +1,j h (I, . h + Sh)' 

1+1,1 . 
(CI36) 

The line integral over the RS which only contains black fluid is approximated by, 

f ~ ' ..... 'd h Pi+l,j - Pi,j u·n 4 ~ It. . 
RS .5h + .5hl i ,j 

(C131) 

Alternatively, if li,J < .S then interpolation for Pi,j is performed using Pi,j and Pi+l,j-l' 

This interpolation is performed so that Pi ,j has the same lI-coordinate as Pi +I,j. The pressure, 

Pi ,j, is found on the line through the points « i + l)h , (j - l)h ) and «(i + .5)h -. Sh Ii .i' jh) 

with vertical height «(j - .5)h + Ii +I,j h). These points are the coordinates associated with 

Pi +I,i -1 and Pi ,j respectively. The location of the Pi ,j is given by 

(-(.5/i,j + .5)(.5h + li+l,jh) + (i + l)h, (j - .5)h + fi+1,jh) (C138) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi ,j and Pi +I,j -1 is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d 1. The distance between the points associated with Pi.i and Pi +1,i 

will be denoted by d 2. Pi +1,j is located at « i + l)h , (j - .S)h + Ii +I,J h ) and the distance 
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between its location and the location of Pi,j is denoted by d 3' The interpolated pressure, Pi,j , 

is given by, 

d 
(Pi,j - Pi +l,j -I) 

Pi,j = Pi,j - 2 d 1 . (0139) 

The line integral over the fluid can then be approximated by, 

(0140) 

b. Cell (i +1,,i) is a horizontal interface with (i +1,j +1) full. The pressure in (i +1,j) 

is located at «i + l)h, (j + .S)h - li+l,jh) and in (i ,i) at ((i + .S)h - li,jh /2, jh). The 

interpolation to be done is determined by whether Ii +1,j >.S or Ii +1,j < .S. For 

Ii +1,j > .S, interpolation between the points Pi +I,j and Pi +1,j +1 is used to get an approxima-

tion for the pressure Pi+l,j in the black fluid with the same If -coordinate as Pi,j' The revised 

pressure, Pi +1,j , is given by 

- ( h -I' .h)(Pi+l,j+l-Pi+l,j) 
Pi +1,j = Pi +1,j - .S • +1,) ( I. . h + Sh) . • +1,) . 

(C141) 

The line integral over the RS which only contains black fluid is approximated by, 

f ~""'d """"h Pi+l,j-Pi,j 
U'n ,...... ICb • 

RS .Sh + .5hl i ,j 
(CI42) 

Alternatively, if li,j < .S then interpolation for Pi,j is performed using Pi ,j and Pi +1,/+1' 

This interpolation is performed so that Pi.i has the same If -coordinate as Pi +1.j' The pressure, 

Pi,j' will be· found on the line through the points ((i +1)h ,(j + l)h) and 

(( i + .S)h - .5hl i,j, jh) with vertical height ((j + .S)h - Ii +I,j h). These points are the 

coordinates associated with Pi +1,j +1 and Pi,j respectively. The location of the Pi ,j is given by 

((.51 i ,j + .5)(.5h + I i+1,j h) + (i + l)h, (j + .S)h - I i+1,; h) (CI43) 

The distance between the points associated with the pressures Pi ,j and Pi +I,i +1 is easily com-

puted and will be denoted d l' The distance between the points associated with Pi,j and Pi ,j 

will be denoted by d2• ';+I,j is located at ((i +1)h, (j -.S)h + I i+1,j h) and the distance 

between its location and the location of Pi ,i is denoted by d 3' The interpolated pressure, Pi ,j , 
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is given by, 

d 
(pi ,i - Pi +I,i +1) 

Pi,j = Pi ,i - 2 d 1 • (CI44) 

The line integral over the fluid can then be approximated by, 

fu.nds ~ h 1'06 Pi+l,i - Pi,i 
M d 3 

(CI45) 

XII. (i ,j ) contains a white vertical fingertip. For vertical fingertips, there are two possi-

bilities. One possibilty has the cell (i ,j +1) full and the pressure Pi,i located at 

(ih , (j + .5)h - 1 i ,i h). The pressure Pi +1,i and Pi ,i +1 are used to estimate Pi +1,i , the pres-

sure in (i ,j) with the same y -coordinate as Pi ,i' This pressure, Pi +I,i ' is given by, 

- (I h - .5h) (Pi.i+l ~ Pi+l,i). Pi +1,j = Pi +I,i - i .i (CI46) 

The line integral can then be approximated by, 

fu.nd8 ~ h Itb Pi+l,i - Pi,i . (CI47) 
RS (.5h + 1 i ,i h ) 

There is a similar vertical fingertip obtained by interchanging the roles of top and bottom. For 

this case (i ,j -I) is full and the pressure Pi ,i is located at (ih , (j - .5)h + 1 i,j h). The inter-

polated pressure, Pi +I,i ' is given by, 

- (/ h h ) (Pi +I,i - Pi ,i·tl 
Pi+l,i = Pi+l,i + i,i -.5 h . (CI48) 

The line integral can then be approximated by, 

f ~ .... d ....... h Pi+1,i - Pi,i 
11 • n s....... 1'06 • 

RS (.5h + f i ,j h ) 
(CI49) 

xm. (i ,j) contains a white horizontal fingertip with (i +I,j) full. The pressure, Pi ,j , is 

located at « i + .5)h - f i ,i h , jh) and the line integral is approximated by, 

Ju·nds ~ h 1'06 Pi+l,i - Pi,i . 
RS (.5h + 1 i ,i h ) 

(CI50) 
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XIV. (i,j) contains a white horizontal fingertip with (i -1,j) full. The pressure, Pi.i, is 

located at (( i - .5)h + / i.i h , jh ) and there is no black fluid crossing the common side. For 

the case of (i +1,j) empty the line integral is approximated by, 

I ~.""J- - h Pi+1.i - Pi.i 
u RIUf - "'11/ ( ) . 

RS 1.5h - / i .i h 
(0151) 

The only other option we have is the existence oC a white horizontal finger in (i +1,j). In this 

situation we assume that the Pi +1.i is cell centered and the line integral is given by 

IiI'nth :=:::: h"'l1/ Pi+l.i - Pi.i . 
RS (1.5h - / i.i h) 

(0152) 

xv. (i,j) contains a white horizontal finger. The pressure is considered cell centered Cor 

this case. There is either another white horizontal finger in (i +1,j), (i +1,j) is empty or 

(i +1,j) contains a white horizontal fingertip. In the first two cases the pressure is cell centered. 

The line integral is approximated by, 

I ~ .... J - h Pi+l.i - Pi.i 
u 'Ra8 -"'11/ h 

RS 
(0153) 

In the last case, our fingertip must be such that (i +2,j) is Cull. For this case, the line integral 

is approximated by, 

I Pi +1.i - Pi.i 
U'nd8 :=:::: h"'l1/ . 

RS 1.5h - / i+1.i h 
(0154) 

J 
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Table 6.2.1. Growth rates for interfaces of the 

form Ecos(m1l'X). 

JJw = 4, JJb = 1, Surface Tension = 0, E = .00001, At = .00001. 

Numerical Numerical Numerical Numerical Linearized 
m Gridi2Ox20) Grid(4Ox40) Grid(6Ox60) Grid(8Ox80) Prediction 
2 3.929 3.806 3.780 3.770 3.770 
4 8.566 7.889 7.711 7.641 7.540 
6 13.817 12.320 11.833 11.627 11.310 
8 19.300 17.130 16.200 15.776 15.080 
10 24.550 22.265 20.823 20.111 18.850 
12 29.191 27.630 25.693 24.634 22.619 
14 32.969 33.111 30.780 29.389 26.389 
16 35.735 38.589 36.045 34.254 30.159 
18 37.415 43.948 41.439 39.316 33.929 

Table 6.2.2. Growth rates Cor interCaces oC the 

Corm Ecos(m1l'X). 

JJ. == 16, JJb == 1, Surface Tension == 0, E == .00001, At == .00001. 

Numerical Numerical Numerical Numerical Linearized 
m Grid(2Ox20) Grid(4Ox40) Gri<!L6Ox601 Grid(8Ox8Ql Prediction 
2 5.843 5.615 5.566 5.548 5.544 
4 13.079 11.732 11.401 11.272 11.090 
6 21.832 18.541 17.598 11.212 16.632 
8 31.659 26.155 24.274 23.463 22.176 
10 41.794 34.559 31.480 30.074 27.720 
12 51.402 43.656 39.228 37.077 33.264 
14 59.708 53.299 47.505 44.485 38.808 
16 66.088 63.303 56.272 52.299 44.352 
18 70.096 73.461 65.473 60.511 49.900 

." 
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Table 6.2.3. Growth rates Cor interCaces oC the 

Corm ecos(mmc) 

P w = 1, Pb = 4, SurCace Tension = 0, e = :00001, 1l.t = .00001. 

Nu~erica~) Numerical Numerical Numerical 
Grid 2Ox20 Grid( 4Ox40) Grid(6Ox60) Grid(8Ox80) 

-3.751 -3.757 -3.757 -3.756 
-7.406 -7.531 -7.541 -7.542 

-10.675 -11.234 -11.297 -11.310 
-13.403 -14.813 -15.015 -15.062 
-15.555 -18.202 -18.666 -18.787 
-17.175 -21.351 -22.220 -22.468 
-18.339 -24.226 -25.647 -26.087 
-19.116 -26.811 -28.923 -29.627 
-19.561 -29.105 -32.030 -33.072 

Table 6.2.4. Growth rates Cor interfaces oC the 

form ecos(mmc) 

Linearized 
Prediction 

-3.770 
-7.540 

-11.310 
-15.080 
-18.850 
-22.619 
-26.389 
-30.159 
-33.929 

P. = I, "b = 16, Surface Tension = 0, e = .00001, ~t = .00001. 

Nuweric41 Numerical Numerical Numerical Linearized 
Grid 2Ox20 Grid(4Ox40) Grid(6Ox60) Grid(8Ox80) Prediction 

-5.457 -5.508 -5.516 -5.519 -5.544 
-10.555 -10.960 -11.032 -11.057 -11.090 
-14.901 -16.184 -16.632 -16.524 -16.632 
-18.388 -21.111 -21.707 -21.916 -22.176 
-21.058 -25.667 -26.800 -27.206 -27.720 
-23.025 -29.804 -31.667 -32.369 -33.264 
-24.417 -33.509 -36.290 -37.382 -38.808 
-25.338 -36.784 -40.642 -42.225 -44.352 
-25.861 -39.647 -44.711 -46.881 -49.900 
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Table 6.3.1. Growth rates for interfaces of the 

formE cos(m1l'X). 

P w = 4, Pb = 1, Surface Tension = 10, E == .005, ~t == .00001. 

Numerical Numerical Numerical Numerical Linearized 
n Grid(2Ox20) Grid(4Ox40) Grid(6Ox60) Grid(8Ox8Ql Prediction 
2 3.525 3.432 3.176 2.944 3.435 
4 5.377 4.945 4.861 4.809 4.861 
6 3.338 2.524 2.341 2.318 2.268 
8 -4.581 -6.139 -6.107 -6.288 -6.352 
10 -20.117 -23.692 -23.218 -22.979 -23.009 
12 -41.079 . -52.254 -50.895 -49.879 -49.712 
14 -64.794 -93.645 -91.279 -89.118 -88.470 
16 -86.650 -148.693 -146.559 -142.690 -141.293 
18 -101.916 -218.403 -218.141 -212.087 -210.189 

Table 6.3.2. Growth rates for interfaces of the 

Corm Ecos(m1l'X). 

P. == 4, p" = 1, Surface Tension == 3, E = .005, ~t = .00001. 

Numerical Numerical Numerical Numerical Linearized 
m Grid(2Ox20) Grid(4Ox40) Grid(6Ox60) Grid(8Ox80) Prediction 
2 3.769 3.669 3.584 3.512 3.669 
4 7.357 6.855 6.751 6.718 6.736 
6 9.981 8.926 8.663 8.595 8.597 
8 10.960 9.286 8.666 8.671 8.650 
10 9.866 7.409 6.736 6.494 6.292 
12 7.664 2.950 1.930 1.598 0.920 
14 4.502 -5.013 -6.583 -6.976 -8.069 
16 1.348 -17.373 -19.595 -19.873 -21.276 
18 -1.316 -33.913 -37.330 -37.415 -39.306 
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Figure 5.1 (Vertical Interface) 
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Figure 5.7 
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